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Introduction 
 
 

The Institute of Certified Management Accountants (ICMA) is publishing this book of 
practice questions with answers to help you prepare for the CMA examination.  Each 
question is referenced to the Content Specification Outline (CSO) and the Learning 
Outcome Statements (LOS).  These questions are actual “retired” questions from the 
CMA exams and are intended to supplement other study materials.   
 
These practice questions will help you test your understanding of the concepts and rules 
included in your CMA study materials by requiring you to apply those concepts and rules 
to unique and varying situations.  You will encounter different scenarios and applications 
on your actual examination so it is essential that you understand the underlying concepts.  
In general, it will not be helpful to you to memorize particular questions. 
 
Essay questions appear in both Part 1 and Part 2 of the CMA exam and combine topics 
from the part in which they appear.  No inference should be made from the lack of 
practice questions in any topic areas.  All topic areas listed in the Content Specification 
for each exam part can be tested in the essay questions for that part at the difficulty levels 
shown. 
 
The CMA Program is a rigorous test of your skills and capabilities and requires 
dedication to be successful.  We hope that these practice questions will be a valuable 
resource as you pursue your goal of certification.  Good luck! 
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CMA Part 1 Essay Practice Questions 

(Answers begin on Page 42) 
 
Question 1.1 –Brawn Technology 
 
Brawn Technology, Inc. is a manufacturer of large wind energy systems.  The company 
has its corporate headquarters in Buenos Aires and a central manufacturing facility about 
200 miles away.  Since the manufacturing facility is so remote, it does not receive the 
attention or the support from the staff that the other units do.  The president of Brawn is 
concerned about whether proper permits have been issued for new construction work 
being done to handle industrial waste at the facility.  In addition, he wants to be sure that 
all occupational safety laws and environmental issues are being properly addressed.  He 
has asked the company’s internal auditor to conduct an audit focusing on these areas of 
concern.  
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Identify and describe the two fundamental types of internal audits. Using examples, 

describe two situations where each type of audit would be applicable. 
 
B. Referring to Brawn Technology, 
 

1. identify the type of audit that would best address the concerns of the president . 
2. identify the objective of this audit. 
3. give two reasons why this type of audit would best address the concerns of the 

president. 
 

C. Recommend two procedures that could be implemented at Brawn’s manufacturing 
plant that would lessen the president’s concerns.  Explain each of your 
recommendations. 

 
 
CSO:  D.2.b. Types of audits conducted by internal auditors 
LOS: D.2.e. Define and identify the objectives of a compliance audit and an operational audit 
CSO:  D.1.a. Internal control structure and management philosophy 
LOS:  D.1.c.  Explain how a company’s organizational structure, policies, objectives, and goals, as well 
  as its management philosophy and style, influence the scope and effectiveness of the  
  control environment 
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Question 1.2 – Carroll Mining 
 
Alex Raminov is a management accountant at Carroll Mining and Manufacturing 
Company (CMMC), a large processor of ores and minerals.  While working late one 
night to complete the footnotes for the financial statements, Raminov was looking for a 
file in his supervisor’s office and noticed a report regarding procedures for disposing of 
plant wastes.  According to handwritten notes on the face of the report, CMMC had been 
using a residential landfill in a nearby township to dump toxic coal cleaning fluid wastes 
over a considerable period of time.  The report stated that locating a new dump site was 
urgent because the current one was nearing capacity.  
 
Raminov realized that it was possible CMMC had been improperly disposing of highly 
toxic fluids in a landfill that was restricted to residential refuse.  Besides the obvious 
hazards to residents of the area, there could be legal problems if and when the authorities 
were notified.  The financial consequences of clean-up actions, as well as the loss of 
CMMC's generally good environmental reputation, could be catastrophic for the 
company.  
 
Raminov asked his supervisor how this item was to be included in the footnotes and 
inquired whether an accrual for clean-up costs was anticipated.  His supervisor told him 
to "forget about this matter" and that he had no intention of mentioning one word about 
waste disposal in this year's financial statements.  
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Using the categories outlined in IMA’s Standards of Ethical Professional Practice, 

identify the standards that are specifically relevant to Alex Raminov’s ethical 
conflict and explain why the standards are applicable to the situation. 

 
B. According to the IMA’s Standards of Ethical Professional Practice, what further 

steps, if any, should Raminov take in resolving his ethical dilemma? 
 
C. If he continues to be rebuffed by his employer, should Raminov notify the 

appropriate authorities? Should he anonymously release the information to the local 
newspaper? Explain your answers. 

 
 
CSO: E.1.a. Provisions of IMA’s “Statement of Ethical Professional Practice” 
LOS: E.1.c. Identify and describe relevant standards that may have been violated in a given business 

situation and explain why the specific standards are applicable  
CSO: E.1.b. Resolution of ethical issues 
LOS: E.1.d. Recommend a course of action for management accountants or financial managers to take  
 when confronted with an ethical dilemma in the business environment
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Question 1.3 – Hi-Quality Productions 
 
Amy Kimbell was recently hired as an accounting manager for Hi-Quality Productions 
Inc., a publicly-held company producing components for the automotive industry.  One 
division, Alpha, uses a highly automated process that had been outsourced for a number 
of years because the capital investment required was high and the technology was 
constantly changing.  Two years ago, the company decided to make the necessary capital 
investment and bring the operation in house.  Since all major capital investments must be 
approved by the Board of Directors, the budget committee for the Alpha Division 
recommended the $4 million investment to the Board, projecting a significant cost 
savings. 
 
In her new job as accounting manager, Kimbell is on the budget committee for the Alpha 
Division.  The Board has requested from the committee a post-audit review of the actual 
cost savings.  While working on the review, Kimball noted that several of the projections 
in the original proposal were very aggressive, including an unusually high salvage value 
and an excessively long useful life.  If more realistic projections had been used, Kimbell 
doubts that the Board would have approved the investment.  
 
When Kimbell expressed her concerns at the next meeting of Alpha’s budget committee, 
she was told that it had been the unanimous decision of the committee to recommend the 
investment because it was thought to be in the best long-term interest of the company.  
According to the committee members, the post-audit report would not discuss these 
issues; the committee members believe that certain adjustments to the review are justified 
to ensure the success of the Alpha division and the company as a whole. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Using the categories outlined in IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, 

identify the standards that are specifically relevant to Kimbell’s ethical conflict and 
explain why the identified standards are applicable to the situation. 

 
B. According to IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, what specific 

actions should Kimbell take to resolve her ethical conflict? 
 
 
CSO: E.1.a. Provisions of IMA’s “Statement of Ethical Professional Practice” 
LOS: E.1.c. Identify and describe relevant standards that may have been violated in a given business 

situation and explain why the specific standards are applicable  
CSO: E.1.b. Resolution of ethical issues 
LOS: E.1.d. Recommend a course of action for management accountants or financial managers to take  
 when confronted with an ethical dilemma in the business environment
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Question 1.4 – Matchpoint Racquet Club 
 
Matchpoint Racquet Club (MRC) is a sports facility that offers tennis, racquet ball and 
other physical fitness facilities to its members.  MRC owns and operates a large club with 
2,000 members in a metropolitan area.  The club has experienced cash flow problems 
over the last five years, especially during the summer months when both court use and 
new membership sales are low.  Temporary bank loans have been obtained to cover the 
summer shortages.   
 
The owners have decided to take action to improve MRC’s net cash flow position.  They 
have asked the club’s financial manager to prepare a projected cash budget based on a 
proposed revised fee structure.  The proposal would increase membership fees and 
replace the hourly tennis and racquet ball court fees with a quarterly charge that would 
allow unlimited usage of the courts.  The new rates would remain competitive when 
compared to the rates of other clubs in the area.  Although there will be some members 
who do not renew because of the increase in price, management believes that the offer of 
unlimited court time will increase membership by 10%.  
 
The proposed fee structure is shown below, along with the current membership 
distribution.  The membership distribution is assumed to remain unchanged.  All 
members would be required to pay the quarterly court charges. 
 
Proposed Fee Structure 

 
Membership Category  Annual Membership Fees Quarterly Court Charges 
 Individual $300 $50 
 Student 180 40 
 Family 600 90 
 
Membership Distribution 
 
 Individual 60% 
 Student 10% 
 Family 30% 
 
Projected Membership Payment Activity 
 
    Court Time in Hours 
Quarter        New    Renewed     Prime   Regular 
 1  100  700  5,000     7,000 
 2  70  330  2,000     4,000 
 3  50 150  1,000     2,000 
 4  200 600  5,000     7,000 
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The average membership during the third quarter is projected to be 2,200 people.  Fixed 
costs are $157,500 per quarter, including a quarterly depreciation charge of $24,500. 
Variable costs are estimated at $15 per hour of total court usage time. 
  
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Prepare MRC’s cash budget for the third quarter. Assume the opening cash balance is 

$186,000, that membership at the beginning of the quarter is 2,000, and that the 
change to the new pricing structure will be implemented. Include supporting 
calculations where appropriate.   

 
B. How would sensitivity analysis help MRC management in the decision-making 

process? 
 
C. Identify at least four factors that MRC should consider before implementing this 

decision. 
 
 
CSO: A.4.b. Financial budgets 
LOS: A.4.w. Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the capital expenditure budget, 

the cash budget, and the pro forma financial statements 
CSO: A2. Forecasting techniques 
LOS: A.2.n. Identify the benefits and shortcomings of sensitivity analysis 
CSO: A.1.b. Characteristics of a successful budget process 
LOS: A.1.b. Explain the interrelationships between economic conditions, industry situation, and a firm’s 

plans and budgets 
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Question 1.5 - TruJeans 
 
TruJeans, a new startup company, plans to produce blue jean pants, customized with the 
buyer's first name stitched across the back pocket.  The product will be marketed 
exclusively via an internet website.  For the coming year, sales have been projected at 
three different levels: optimistic, neutral, and pessimistic.  TruJeans does keep inventory 
on hand, but prefers to minimize this investment. 
 
The controller is preparing to assemble the budget for the coming year, and is unsure 
about a number of issues, including the following. 

 
 The level of sales to enter into the budget. 
 How to allocate the significant fixed costs to individual units. 
 Whether to use job order costing or process costing.  

 
In addition, the controller has heard of kaizen budgeting and is wondering if such an 
approach could be used by TruJeans. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. How can the controller use the expected value approach to set the sales level for the 

budget?  What additional information would be needed? 
 
B. How could the use of variable (direct) costing mitigate the problem of how to allocate 

the fixed costs to individual units? 
 
C. Which cost system seems to make more sense for TruJeans, job order costing or 

process costing?  Explain your answer. 
 
 
CSO: A.2.e. Expected value 
LOS: A.2.i. Calculate the expected value of random variables 
CSO: C.1.e. Variable (direct) costing 
LOS: C.1.f. Demonstrate an understanding of the characteristics of variable (direct) costing 
CSO: C.2.a/b Job order costing/Process costing 
LOS: C.2.e. Identify and describe the benefits and limitations of each cost accumulation system 
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Question 1.6 – Sonimad Sawmill 
 
Sonimad Sawmill Inc. (SSI) purchases logs from independent timber contractors and 
processes the logs into the following three types of lumber products. 
 
 Studs for residential building (e.g., walls, ceilings). 
 Decorative pieces (e.g., fireplace mantels, beams for cathedral ceilings). 
 Posts used as support braces (e.g., mine support braces, braces for exterior fences 

around ranch properties). 
 
These products are the result of a joint sawmill process that involves removal of bark 
from the logs, cutting the logs into a workable size (ranging from 8 to 16 feet in length), 
and then cutting the individual products from the logs, depending upon the type of wood 
(pine, oak, walnut, or maple) and the size (diameter) of the log.  The joint process results 
in the following costs and output of products for a typical month. 
 
Joint production costs: 
 Materials (rough timber logs) $    500,000 
 Debarking (labor and overhead) 50,000 
 Sizing (labor and overhead) 200,000 
 Product cutting (labor and overhead)      250,000 
               Total joint costs $1,000,000 
 
Product yield and average sales value on a per unit basis from the joint process are as 
follows. 
 Product   Monthly Output Fully Processed Sales Price 
 
 Studs  75,000 $    8 
 Decorative pieces  5,000 100 
 Posts  20,000 20 
 
The studs are sold as rough-cut lumber after emerging from the sawmill operation 
without further processing by SSI.  Also, the posts require no further processing.  The 
decorative pieces must be planed and further sized after emerging from the SSI sawmill.  
This additional processing costs SSI $100,000 per month and normally results in a loss of 
10% of the units entering the process.  Without this planning and sizing process, there is 
still an active intermediate market for the unfinished decorative pieces where the sales 
price averages $60 per unit. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Based on the information given for Sonimad Sawmill Inc., allocate the joint 

processing costs of $1,000,000 to each of the three product lines using the 
1. relative sales value method at split-off. 
2. physical output (volume) method at split-off. 
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3. estimated net realizable value method. 
 

B. Prepare an analysis for Sonimad Sawmill Inc. to compare processing the decorative 
pieces further as they presently do, with selling the rough-cut product immediately 
at split-off and recommend which action the company should take.  Be sure to 
provide all calculations. 

 
 
CSO: C.1.f. Joint and by-product costing 
LOS: C.1.l. Determine the allocation of joint product and by-product costs using the physical measure 

method, the sales value at split-off method, constant gross profit (gross margin) method, 
and the net realizable value method 
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Question 1.7 – Alyssa Manufacturing 
 
Alyssa Manufacturing produces two items in its Trumbull Plant: Tuff Stuff and Ruff 
Stuff.  Since inception, Alyssa has used only one manufacturing overhead pool to 
accumulate costs.  Overhead has been allocated to products based on direct labor hours. 
 
Until recently, Alyssa was the sole producer of Ruff Stuff and was able to dictate the 
selling price.  However, last year Marvella Products began marketing a comparable 
product at a price below the standard costs developed by Alyssa.  Market share has 
declined rapidly, and Alyssa must now decide whether to meet the competitive price or 
to discontinue the product line.  Recognizing that discontinuing the product line would 
place additional burden on its remaining product, Tuff Stuff, Alyssa is using activity-
based costing to determine if it would show a different cost structure for the two 
products. 
 
The two major indirect costs for manufacturing the products are power usage and set-up 
costs.  Most of the power usage is used in fabricating, while most of the set-up costs are 
required in assembly.  The set-up costs are predominantly for the Tuff Stuff product 
line.  A decision was made to separate the Manufacturing Department costs into two 
activity centers: (1) Fabricating using machine hours as the cost driver (activity base), 
and (2) Assembly using the number of set-ups as the cost driver (activity base). 
 

Manufacturing Department 
Annual Budget Before Separation of Overhead 

 
 Total Product Line 
  Tuff Stuff Ruff Stuff 

Number of units  20,000 20,000 
Direct labor*  2 hrs./unit 3 hrs./unit 
Total direct labor $800,000 
Direct material  $5.00/unit $3.00/unit 
Budgeted overhead: 
 Indirect labor $  24,000 
 Fringe benefits 5,000 
 Indirect material 31,000 
 Power 180,000 
 Set-up 75,000 
 Quality assurance 10,000 
 Other utilities 10,000 
 Depreciation 15,000 
 
*Direct labor hourly rate is the same in both departments 
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Manufacturing Department 
Cost Structure After Separation of Overhead into Activity Pools 

 
  Fabrication Assembly 
 Direct labor 75% 25% 
 Direct material 100% 0% 
 Indirect labor 75% 25% 
 Fringe benefits 80% 20% 
 Indirect material $20,000 $11,000 
 Power $160,000 $20,000 
 Set-up $5,000 $70,000 
 Quality assurance 80% 20% 
 Other utilities 50% 50% 
 Depreciation 80% 20% 
 
      Activity Base Tuff Stuff Ruff Stuff 
 
 Machine hours per unit 4.4 6.0 
 Number of set-ups 1,000 272 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. By allocating overhead based on direct labor hours, calculate the 

1. total budgeted cost of the Manufacturing Department. 
2. unit standard cost of Tuff Stuff. 
3. unit standard cost of Ruff Stuff. 
 

B. After separation of overhead into activity pools, compute the total budgeted cost of the 
1. Fabricating Department. 
2. Assembly Department. 
 

C. Using activity-based costing, calculate the unit standard costs for 
1. Tuff Stuff. 
2. Ruff Stuff. 
 

D. Discuss how a decision by Alyssa Manufacturing regarding the continued production of 
Ruff Stuff will be affected by the results of your calculations in Requirement C. 

 
CSO: B.1.d. Use of standard cost systems 
LOS: B.1.j. Demonstrate an understanding of the use of standard costs 
CSO: C.3.b. Plant-wide versus departmental overhead 
LOS: C.3.g. Calculate the per unit variable overhead expense 
CSO: C.2.c. Activity-based costing 
LOS: C.2.h. Calculate product cost using an activity-based system and compare and analyze the results                                                              

with costs calculated using a traditional system 
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Question 1.8 – Lawton Industries 
 
For many years, Lawton Industries has manufactured prefabricated houses where the houses 
are constructed in sections to be assembled on customers’ lots.  The company expanded into 
the pre-cut housing market in 2006 when it acquired Presser Company, one of its suppliers.  
In this market, various types of lumber are pre-cut into the appropriate lengths, banded into 
packages, and shipped to customers’ lots for assembly.  Lawton decided to maintain 
Presser’s separate identity and, thus, established the Presser Division as an investment center 
of Lawton. 
 
Lawton uses return on average investment (ROI) as a performance measure the investment 
defined as operating assets employed.  Management bonuses are based in part on ROI.  All 
investments in operating assets are expected to earn a minimum return of 15% before income 
taxes.  Presser’s ROI has ranged from 19.3% to 22.1% since it was acquired in 2006.  The 
division had an investment opportunity in the year just ended that had an estimated ROI of 
18% but Presser’s management decided against the investment because it believed the 
investment would decrease the division’s overall ROI. 
 
Presser’s operating statement for the year just ended is presented below.  The division’s 
operating assets employed were $12,600,000 at the end of the year, a 5% increase over the 
balance at the end of the previous year. 
 

Presser Division Operating Statement 
For the Year Ended December 31 

($000 omitted) 
 

Sales revenue $24,000 
Cost of goods sold   15,800 
    Gross profit $  8,200 
Operating expenses  
    Administrative $2,140 
    Selling   3,600     5,740 
Income from operations   
    before income taxes  $  2,460 
 

 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Calculate the following performance measures for the year just ended for the Presser 

Division of Lawton Industries. 
 1. Return on average investment in operating assets employed (ROI). 
 2. Residual income calculated on the basis of average operating assets employed. 
 
B. Would the management of Presser Division have been more likely to accept the 

investment opportunity it had during the year if residual income were used as a 
performance measure instead of ROI?  Explain you answer. 
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C. The Presser Division is a separate investment center with Lawton Industries.  Identify 

and describe the items Presser must control if it is to be evaluated fairly by either the 
ROI or residual income performance measures. 

 
CSO: B.3.d/e  Return on investment/Residual income 
LOS: B.3.e.    Calculate return on investment 
LOS: B.3.g.    Calculate residual income 
LOS: B.3.i.     Compare and contrast ROI and RI as measures of performance 
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Question 1.9 – Standard Lock 

 
Ted Crosby owns Standard Lock Inc., a small business that manufactures metal door 
handles and door locks. When he first started the company, Crosby managed the business 
by himself, overseeing purchasing and production, as well as maintaining the financial 
records. The only employees he hired were production workers. 
 
As the business expanded, Crosby decided to hire John Smith as the company’s financial 
manager. Smith had an MBA and ten years of experience in the finance department of a 
large company. During the interview, Smith mentioned that he was considering an offer 
from another company and needed to know of Crosby’s decision within the next couple 
of days. Since Crosby was extremely impressed with Smith’s credentials, he offered him 
the job without conducting background checks. Smith seemed to be a dedicated and hard-
working employee. His apparent integrity quickly earned him a reputation as an 
outstanding and trusted manager.  
 
Later in the year, Crosby hired another manager, Joe Fletcher, to oversee the production 
department. Crosby continued to take care of purchasing and authorized all payments. 
Fletcher was highly qualified for the position and seemed to be reliable and 
conscientious. After observing Fletcher’s work for one year, Crosby concluded that he 
was performing his duties efficiently. Crosby believed that Fletcher and Smith were both 
good managers whom he could trust and gave them expanded responsibilities.  Fletcher’s 
additional responsibilities included purchasing and receiving; Smith paid all the bills, 
prepared and signed all checks, maintained records, and reconciled the bank statements.   
 
Soon Crosby began taking a hands-off approach to managing his business. He frequently 
took long vacations with his family and was not often at the office to check on the 
business. He was pleased that the company was profitable and expected that it would 
continue to be profitable in the future under the supervision of two qualified and trusted 
managers. One year after Crosby left the management of the company to Smith and 
Fletcher, business began to experience a decline in profits. Crosby assumed that it was 
due to a cyclical downturn in the economy. When Standard continued to decline even as 
the economy improved, Crosby began to investigate. He noticed that revenues were 
increasing but profits were declining. He also discovered that purchases from one vendor 
had increased significantly as compared to the other five vendors. Crosby is concerned 
that fraud may be occurring in the company.  
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REQUIRED: 
 
A.    Identify and describe four internal control deficiencies within Standard Lock Inc. 
 
B.    For each of the internal control deficiencies identified, recommend an improvement    

in procedures that would mitigate these deficiencies. 

 
C.    If the company were to implement an ideal internal control system, can it guarantee  

that fraud would not occur in future? Explain your answer. 
 
CSO: D.1.a.      Internal control structure and management philosophy 
LOS: D.1.a.      Demonstrate an understanding of internal control risk and the management of internal control     

risk 
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Question 1.10 – SieCo 
 
SieCo is a sheet metal manufacturer whose customers are mainly in the automobile 
industry.  The company’s chief engineer, Steve Simpson, has recently presented a 
proposal for automating the Drilling Department.  The proposal recommended that SieCo 
purchase from Service Corp. two robots that would have the capability of replacing the 
eight direct labor workers in the department.  The cost savings in the proposal included 
the elimination of the direct labor costs plus the elimination of manufacturing overhead 
cost in the Drilling Department as SieCo charges manufacturing overhead on the basis of 
direct labor costs using a plant-wide rate. 
 
SieCo’s controller, Keith Hunter, gathered the information shown below in Exhibit 1 to 
discuss the issue of overhead application at the management meeting at which the 
proposal was approved.   
 
EXHIBIT 1 

 
 

Date 

 
Average Annual 

Direct Labor Cost 

Average Annual 
Manufacturing 
Overhead Cost 

Average 
Manufacturing 
Overhead Rate 

Current Year $4,000,000        $20,000,000 500% 
 

 
Category 

 
Cutting Department 

Grinding 
Department 

 
Drilling Department 

Average Annual 
Direct Labor 

 
     $ 2,000,000 

 
       $1,750,000 

 
      $   250,000 

Average Annual 
Overhead Cost 

 
      11,000,000 

 
         7,000,000 

 
        2,000,000 

 
 
Simpson met the chief accountant, Leslie Altman, in the lunchroom and inquired about 
the status of the proposal. Altman told Simpson that the project had been approved.  
Simpson said, “That’s great, be sure to make the payment as soon as possible as my 
brother-in-law owns Service Corp.” 
 
Altman was puzzled by the fact that there had been no competitive bidding and he spoke 
to his supervisor, Keith Hunter.  Hunter told Altman not to worry; Service Corp will do a 
great job. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.   Using the information from Exhibit 1, describe the shortcomings of the system for 

applying overhead that is currently used by SieCo. 
 
 B.   Recommend two ways to improve SieCo’s method for applying overhead in the                       

Cutting and Grinding Departments. 
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 C.   Recommend two ways to improve SieCo’s method for applying overhead to 

accommodate the automation of the Drilling Department. 
 

D.   Explain the misconceptions underlying the statement that the manufacturing  
overhead cost in the Drilling Department would be reduced to zero if the automation 
proposal were implemented. 

 
E.    Referring to the specific standards outlined in IMA’s Statement of Ethical  

Professional Practice, identify and discuss the ethical conflicts that Altman needs to 
resolve. 

 
F.   According to IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, identify the steps 

that Altman should take to resolve this situation. 
 
 

CSO: C3.c.       Determination of allocation base 
CSO: E.1.b.      Evaluation and resolution of ethical issues 
LOS: C.3.c.      Demonstrate an understanding of the different methods of determining overhead rates, e.g., 

plant-wide rates, departmental rates, and individual cost driver rates risk 
LOS: E.2.c.       Identify and describe relevant standards that may have been violated in a given business 

situation and explain why the specific standards are applicable 
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Question 1.11 – GRQ Company  
 
GRQ Company is a privately-held entity that refines a variety of natural raw materials 
used as primary inputs for the steel industry. The firm has done well over the last several 
years and most members of senior management have received bonuses well in excess of 
60% of their base salaries. Also, both the CFO and the CEO have earned bonuses in 
excess of 100% of their base salaries. GRQ has projected this trend of successful earnings 
and bonuses to continue. 
 
All-American Steel Company (AAS) has tendered a very generous offer to acquire GRQ.  
At the same time, several top GRQ executives who own over 40% of GRQ’s stock, have 
learned that the primary supplier of their major raw material will not renew their contract 
at the end of the current fiscal year. GRQ has no other vendors available within the 
United States to competitively provide this raw material in the magnitude needed to 
support their continued record of profitable operations. 
 
As part of the due diligence process, an analyst with AAS has asked John Spencer, 
controller of GRQ, if he knows of any material event that would impact earnings over the 
next several years. Spencer, who also participates in the bonus program, is aware that 
GRQ’s primary supplier will no longer provide raw materials to the firm beyond the end 
of the current fiscal year. He spoke with Bob Green, the CFO of GRQ, telling him that 
while the profit projections for the remainder of the current year will match the earnings 
of prior years, it is obvious that projected earnings for the next year will be greatly 
reduced. Green informed Spencer that the executive committee had met and decided that 
only members of top management were to be made aware of the situation with their key 
supplier. Accordingly, Spencer should not inform AAS of the situation with the supplier. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.    Referring to the specific standards outlined in IMA’s Statement of Ethical   

Professional Practice, identify and discuss Spencer’s ethical obligations. 
  

B.    According to IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, identify the steps 
that   Spencer should take to resolve the dilemma. 

 
 
CSO: E.1.b.      Evaluation and resolution of ethical issues 
LOS: E.2.c.       Identify and describe relevant standards that may have been violated in a given business 

situation and explain why the specific standards are applicable 
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Question 1.12 – Med Direct 

 
Sam Pierce is a division controller with Med Direct, Inc., a publicly-traded multinational 
corporation that manufactures large-scale medical equipment, and also provides financing 
services to its customers.  Pierce has seen many news stories recently of competitors 
having severe financial difficulty, including bankruptcy.  He has also seen other 
corporations suffer from regulatory indictments and fines.   
 
Pierce not only wants to avoid such problems, but he also wants his company to report 
stable earnings and a rising stock price.  Pierce’s goal is to integrate enterprise risk 
management into the culture and operations of his division, and throughout the whole 
corporation. He also wants to make sure the company is in compliance with the 
requirements of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002. 
  
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.   Identify and explain two risks that a multinational firm such as Med Direct may 

encounter in each of the following three areas: 
 

1.  Buying raw materials from other countries 
2.  Selling on credit terms to customers in foreign countries 
3.  Developing and manufacturing hi-tech equipment 

 
B.    Identify two reasons why each of the following three elements is important for a 

risk assessment and control program to be effective.  Provide one example of each 
element. 

 
1.   Understanding your business 
2.   Implementing checks and balances 
3.   Developing procedures that set limits or establish standards 

   
C.     Explain how a company’s organizational policies and management style impact the 

effectiveness of the control environment and its management of risk. 
 
D.     Identify and explain the compliance requirements with respect to internal controls 

in the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX 404). 
 
CSO: D.1.c.      Internal control risk 
LOS: D.1.c.      Explain how a company’s organizational structure, policies, objectives, and goals, as well as its 

management philosophy and style, influence the scope and effectiveness of the control 
environment  
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Question 1.13 – CenturySound 
 
CenturySound, Inc. produces cutting edge high-end audio systems that are sold primarily 
through major retailers.  Any production overruns are sold to discount retailers, under 
CenturySound’s private label SoundDynamX.  The discount retail segment appears very 
profitable because the basic operating budget assigns all fixed expenses to production for 
the major retailers, the only predictable market.  
 
Several years ago, CenturySound implemented a 100% testing program.  On average 
approximately 3% of production is found to be substandard and unacceptable.  Of this 
3% approximately 2/3 are reworked and the remaining 1/3 are scrapped.  However, in a 
recent analysis of customer complaints, George Wilson, the Cost Accountant and Barry 
Ross, the Quality Control Engineer, have ascertained that normal rework does not bring 
the audio systems up to standard.  Sampling shows that about 25% of the reworked audio 
systems will fail after extended operation within one year. 
 
Unfortunately, there is no way to determine which reworked audio systems will fail 
because testing will not detect this problem.  CenturySound’s marketing analyst has 
indicated that this problem will have a significant impact on the company’s reputation 
and customer satisfaction if the problem is not corrected.  Consequently, the Board of 
Directors would interpret this problem as having serious negative implications on the 
company’s profitability. 
 
Wilson has included the audio system failure and rework problem in his written report 
that has been prepared for the upcoming quarterly meeting of the Board of Directors.  
Due to the potential adverse economic impact, Wilson has followed a long standing 
practice of highlighting this information. 
 
After reviewing the reports to be presented, the Plant Manager was upset and said to the 
Controller, “We can’t trouble the Board with this kind of material.  Tell Wilson to tone 
that down.  People cannot expect their systems to last forever.” 
 
The Controller called Wilson into his office and said, “George, you’ll have to bury this 
one.  The probable failure of reworks can be referred to briefly in the oral presentation, 
but it should not be mentioned or highlighted in the advance material mailed to the 
Board.”  
 
Wilson feels strongly that the Board will be misinformed on a potentially serious loss of 
income if he follows the Controller’s orders.  Wilson discussed the problem with Ross, 
the Quality Control Engineer, who simply remarked, “That’s your problem, George.”  
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REQUIRED: 
 

A. Identify and discuss the ethical considerations that George Wilson should 
recognize in deciding how to precede in this matter.  Support your answer by 
referring to the specific standards outlined in the IMA’s Statement of Ethical 
Professional Practice.   

 
B. According to the IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, what are the 

steps Wilson should take in order to resolve the situation? 
 
CSO: E.1.b.    Evaluation and resolution of ethical issues 
LOS: E.2.c.     Identify and describe relevant standards that may have been violated in a given business  

situation and explain why the specific standards are applicable 
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CMA Part 2 Essay Practice Questions 
(Answers begin on Page 64) 

Question 2.1 – Cambridge Automotive 
 
Cambridge Automotive Products (CAP) Inc., a multinational corporation, is a major supplier of a 
broad range of components to the worldwide automobile and light truck market.  CAP is in the 
process of developing a bid to supply an ignition system module to Korea Auto Corporation 
(KAC), a South Korean automobile manufacturer, for a new line of automobiles for the next four-
year production cycle.  The Request for Proposal issued by KAC specifies a quantity of 200,000 
modules in the first year and 250,000 units in years 2 through 4 of the contract.  CAP marketing 
specialists believe that, in order to be competitive, a bid of 100,000 South Korean Won (KRW) 
per unit is appropriate. Other relevant data are shown below. 
 
 Manufacturing specialists estimate that a $12 million (U.S. Dollars) investment in equipment 

(including installation) is required.  
 The equipment is expected to last the 4-year life of the contract, at which time it would cost 

$1.4 million to remove the equipment which would be sold for a scrap value of $900,000.  
 Direct labor and material expenses are estimated at $40 per unit.  
 The change in indirect cash expenses associated with this contract is expected to be $3 million 

per year. 
 The new product will require additional investment in inventory and accounts receivable 

balances at the outset, amounting to $1.2 million during the four-year time period.  This 
investment will be recovered at the end of the four-year contract.   

 CAP is subject to U.S. income tax at an effective rate of 40%. 
 For tax purposes, assume that the initial $12 million cost of the equipment is depreciated 

evenly over the four-year period.   
 The company economist estimates that the exchange rate will average 1,250 KRW per U.S. 

Dollar for the four-year time period. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Calculate the after-tax incremental cash flows in U.S. Dollars for the following periods: 

 
1. Period 0. 
2. Period 1. 
3. Period 4 operating cash flow 
4. Period 4 terminal cash flow.  

 
B. The assumptions used to develop the cash flows are subject to various degrees of estimation 

error.  For each of three different cash flow variables, identify and discuss one potential risk 
that could affect the estimates made by CAP. 

 
CSO: D.1.b Incremental cash flows 
LSO: D.1.b. Identify and calculate the relevant cash flows of a capital investment project on both a pretax 

and after-tax basis 
CSO: D.5. Risk analysis in capital investment 
LSO: D.5.1. Identify alternative approaches to dealing with risk in capital budgeting 
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Question 2.2 – City of Blakston 
 
The City of Blakston owns and operates a community swimming pool.  The pool is open each 
year for 90 days during the summer months of June, July, and August.  A daily admission is 
charged to patrons of the pool.  By law, 10% of all recreational and sporting fees must be remitted 
to a state tourism promotion fund.  The City Manager has set a goal that pool admission revenue, 
after subtracting the state fee and variable costs, must be sufficient to cover the fixed costs.  
Variable costs are assumed to be 15% of gross revenue.  Fixed costs for the three-month period 
total $33,000.  The following budget for the pool has been prepared for the current year. 
 
 Adult admissions: 30 per day x 90 days x $5.00 $13,500 
 Student admissions: 120 per day x 90 days x $2.50    27,000 
      Total revenue 40,500 
 State tourism fee                    4,050 
      Net revenue 36,450 
 Variable costs 6,075 
 Fixed costs         33,000 
      Expected deficit $ (2,625) 
 
The City Manager is trying to determine what admission mix is necessary to break even and what 
actions could be taken to eliminate the expected deficit. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.  Given the anticipated mix of adult and student admissions, how many total admissions must 

the pool have in order to break even for the season? 
 
B.  Regardless of the admissions mix, what is the highest number of admissions that would be 

necessary to break even for the season? 
 
C.  Regardless of the admissions mix, what is the lowest number of admissions that would be 

necessary to break even for the season? 
 
D.  The City Manager is considering several pricing strategies that could increase the admissions 

fees at the swimming pool.  Define each of the pricing strategies listed below and discuss 
how each could help to eliminate the expected deficit. 

 
1.  Product-mix pricing. 
2.  Volume discount pricing. 
3.  Penetration pricing. 
4.  Off-peak pricing. 
 

CSO: C.1.a. Breakeven analysis 
LOS: C.1.h. Demonstrate an understanding of how changes in unit sales mix affect operating income in 

multiple-product situations 
CSO: C.3.b. Setting prices 
LOS: C.3.g. Identify techniques used to set prices based on understanding customers’ perceptions of 

value, competitors’ technologies, products and costs 
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Question 2.3 – Grubstake Mining 
 
Grubstake Mining Ltd. (GML) owns and operates the Dusty Coal Mine, among its other 
business ventures.  The Dusty Coal Mine is a strip mine that has been in operation for a 
number of years and is expected to operate for another 15 years.  Environmental 
regulations require mine operators to reclaim the land and restore it to its original 
configuration and vegetation state once mining ceases.  GML has been setting aside 
money  for this purpose in an external trust fund managed by a major commercial bank, 
and the balance in the fund is currently $3 million.  Assume that income tax regulations 
currently allow both the deposits to the trust fund and the earnings on the funds to be 
exempt from taxation. 
 
GML would like to establish a uniform charge per ton for reclamation costs to be 
included in contracts with customers for future sales.  It is estimated that the reclamation 
cost in today’s dollars is $14 million, and that amount is expected to increase by 4% per 
year.  The trust fund is expected to earn income at a rate of 7% per year on its 
investments.  Annual sales from the mine are expected to be 1,350,000 tons per year over 
the next 15 years. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 

A.   Calculate the cost per ton that GML should include in its contracts in order to 
accumulate a sufficient amount in the trust fund to be able to pay the cost to reclaim 
the land at the end of the 15-year period. 

 
B.   Identify and discuss four uncertainties that GML faces over the 15-year period as far 

as reclamation is concerned.  For each uncertainty, describe what the effect would be 
on the reclamation cost per ton. 

 
C.  Without performing any calculations, discuss the effect on GML if the following 

changes were to be made in the tax regulations. 
 

1.   Amounts collected for reclamation would be considered taxable income, even if 
they are deposited in external trust funds. 

 
2. Earnings on the trust funds are currently taxable. 

 
CSO: C.2.a. Sunk costs, opportunity costs and other related concepts 
LOS: C.2.d. Calculate relevant costs given a numerical scenario 
CSO: C.4.a. Risk identification and exposure 
LOS: C.4.a. Identify and explain the different types of risk, including hazard risks, financial risks, 

operational risks, and strategic risks 
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Question 2.4 – Kolobok Inc. 
Kolobok Inc. produces premium ice cream in a variety of flavors.  Over the past several 
years, the company has experienced rapid and continuous growth and is planning to 
increase manufacturing capacity by opening production facilities in new geographic 
areas.  These initiatives have put pressure on management to better understand both their 
potential markets and associated costs.  Kolobok’s management identified three aspects 
of their current operation that could affect the new market expansion decision: (1) a 
highly competitive ice cream market, (2) the company’s current marketing strategy, and 
(3) the company’s current cost structure.  
 
Since the company began operations in 1990, Kolobok has used the mark-up approach 
for establishing prices for six-gallon containers of ice cream.  The product prices include 
the cost of materials and labor, a markup for profit and overhead cost (a standard $20), 
and a market adjustment.  The market adjustment is used to appropriately position a 
variety of products in the market.  The goal is to price the products in the middle of 
comparable ice creams offered by competitors while maintaining high quality and high 
differentiation.  Sales for 2007 based on Kolobok’s mark-up pricing are presented below 
by product. 
 

 
Product 

Material 
& Labor 

 
Markup 

Market 
adjustment 

   Unit  
   Price 

Boxes 
sold 

  Total Materials 
     & Labor  

 
Total Sales 

Vanilla $29.00 $20.00 $1.00 $50.00 10,200 $295,800  $510,000  
Chocolate   28.00   20.00 7.00   55.00 12,500 350,000 687,500 
Caramel   26.00   20.00 2.00   48.00 12,900 335,400 619,200 
Raspberry   27.00   20.00 2.00   49.00 13,600 367,200 666,400 
Total     49,200 $1,348,400  $2,483,100  
 
For the year 2007, Kolobok’s before-tax return on sales was 7%.  The company’s 
overhead expenses were $500,000, selling expenses $250,000, administrative expenses 
$180,000, and interest expenses were $30,000.  Kolobok’s marginal tax rate is 30%.  
 
Kolobok is considering replacing mark-up pricing with target costing and has prepared 
the table below to better compare the methods.  Kolobok tries to appeal to the top 30% of 
the retail sales customers, including restaurants and cafes. In positioning Kolobok’s 
products, three dimensions are considered: price, quality, and product differentiation. 
Accordingly, there are three main competitors in the market as follows. 
 
Competitor A – Low cost, low quality, high standardization 
Competitor B – Average cost, moderate quality, average differentiation 
Competitor C – High cost, high quality, high differentiation  
 

 
Product 

Competitor A 
Pricing 

Competitor B 
Pricing 

Competitor C 
Pricing 

Kolobok 
Target Prices 

Vanilla $49 $55 $55 $53 
Chocolate   50   53   56   53 
Caramel     51   50 

Raspberry    51   52   50 
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Kolobok has also been reviewing its purchasing, manufacturing, and distribution 
processes.  Assuming that sales volumes will not be affected by the new target prices, the 
company believes that improvements will yield a $125,000 decrease in labor expense and 
a 25% reduction in overhead expense. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Describe target costing.  
 
B. Analyze and compare the two alternative pricing methods: mark-up pricing and target 

costing. 
 
C. Assuming that the sales volumes will not be affected by the new product pricing 

based on target costing and that the process improvements will be implemented, 
calculate Kolobok’s before-tax return on sales using the proposed target prices. 

 
D. Recommend which pricing method (mark-up or target) Kolobok should use in the 

future and explain why. 
 
CSO: C.3.b. Setting prices 
LOS: C.3.b. Differentiate between a cost-based approach and a market-based approach to setting prices 
CSO: C.3.c. Target costing 
LOS: C.3.c. Calculate selling price using a cost-based approach 
          C.3.j. Calculate the target operating income per unit and target cost per unit 
          C.3.r. Evaluate and recommend pricing strategies under specific market conditions 
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Question 2.5 – Langley Industries 
 
Langley Industries plans to acquire new assets costing $80 million during the coming 
year and is in the process of determining how to finance the acquisitions.  The business 
plan for the coming year indicates that retained earnings of $15 million will be available 
for new investments.  As far as external financing is concerned, discussions with 
investment bankers indicate that market conditions for Langley securities should be as 
follows. 
 

• Bonds with a coupon rate of 10% can be sold at par. 
• Preferred stock with an annual dividend of 12% can be sold at par. 
• Common stock can be sold to yield Langley $58 per share. 
 

The company’s current capital structure, which is considered optimal, is as follows. 
 

Long-term debt $175 million 
Preferred stock  50 million 
Common equity 275 million 
 

Financial studies performed for Langley indicate that the cost of common equity is 16%.  
The company has a 40% marginal tax rate. (Ignore floatation costs for all calculations.) 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Determine how Langley should finance its $80 million capital expenditure program, 

considering all sources of funds.  Be sure to identify how many new shares of 
common stock will have to be sold.  Show your calculations. 

 
B. Calculate Langley’s weighted incremental cost of capital that it could use to assess 

the viability of investment options. 
 
C. Identify how each of the following events, considered individually, would affect 

Langley’s cost of capital (increase, decrease, no change).  No calculations are 
required. 

 
1.  The corporate tax rate is increased. 
2.  Banks indicate that lending rates will be increasing. 
3.  Langley’s Beta value is reduced due to investor perception of risk. 
4.  The firm decides to significantly increase the percent of debt in its capital 

structure since debt is the lowest cost source of funds.  
 
CSO: B.3.c. Debt management 
LOS: B.3.d. Identify and evaluate debt issuance or refinancing strategies 
CSO: B.3.d/e Common stock/Preferred stock 
LOS: B.3.e. Value bonds, common stock, and preferred stock  
CSO: B.4.d. Marginal cost of capital 
LOS: B.4.c. Calculate the marginal cost of capital 
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Question 2.6 – Pearson Foods 
 
Pearson Foods is the second largest company in the breakfast cereal and fruit juice 
markets.  For the past five years, Pearson’s profits have exceeded the industry average, 
and management has decided to pursue a plan for growth.  Two promising opportunities 
are being evaluated. 
 
 Pearson’s first opportunity would be to enter the high energy, low-fat cereals market.  

This project would entail developing new products using new or expanded facilities 
and would be financed out of earnings and through a series of long-term debt 
offerings over the next two years.  The debt offerings would raise Pearson’s debt as a 
percent of total capital from 22% to 30% at the end of the two-year period. 

 
 The second opportunity would be to acquire Safin Bakery, a long established and well 

known bread and bakery goods company.  The acquisition could be completed by the 
end of the calendar year and would be financed by cash and long-term notes.  The 
debt as a percent of total capital would rise to 40% by the end of the calendar year.  
Safin Bakery would be merged into Pearson Foods but operate independently as a 
separate division for two years.  At the end of two years, Pearson would be able to 
consolidate the administrative, financial, and operating functions. 

 
Both projects meet the investment criteria established by Pearson’s management, and the 
Treasurer will be preparing an evaluation of the two projects in terms of the financing 
differences, the impact on profitability, and the operational and managerial problems. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. As part of a risk assessment process, identify the strategic advantages and 

disadvantages of Pearson Foods’ opportunity to use internal expansion by developing 
new products for the high energy, low-fat cereals market. 

 
B. As part of a risk assessment process, identify the strategic advantages and 

disadvantages of Pearson Foods’ opportunity to use external expansion by acquiring 
Safin Bakery. 

 
CSO: C.4.a. Risk identification and exposure 
LOS: C.4.a. Identify and explain the different types of risk, including hazard risks, financial risks, 

operational risks, and strategic risks 
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Question 2.7 – Sentech Scientific 
 
Sentech Scientific Inc., a manufacturer of test instruments, is in contract negotiations  
with the labor union that represents its hourly manufacturing employees.  Negotiations 
have reached an impasse, and it appears that a strike is imminent.  The controller has 
called the general accounting manager into his office to discuss liquidity issues if and 
when a strike does occur.  
 
The controller asks the accounting manager to recommend measures to assess liquidity if 
a strike were to occur.  Although some of the nonunion employees could probably 
produce test instruments during a strike, the controller would rather be conservative and 
assume no shipments during this time frame.  Since the customers may go to other 
sources to obtain the products they need during a strike, cash receipts for current 
outstanding amounts owed by customers may not be paid on a timely basis. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.  Define liquidity and explain its importance to Sentech. 
 
B. Identify three measures that could be used to assess liquidity and explain how to 

calculate these measures. 
 
C.  Determine which liquidity measure identified above would best fit the controller’s 

requirements, and explain why. Include in your discussion the reasons why the other 
measures would not be as appropriate. 

 
CSO: A.2.a. Liquidity 
LOS: A.2.b. Analyze working capital by calculating the current ratio, the quick (acid test) ratio, the cash 

ratio, the cash flow ratio, and the net working capital ratio 
LOS: A.2.z. Evaluate the performance of an entity based on multiple ratios 
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Question 2.8 – Ultra Comp 
 
Ultra Comp is a large information technology firm with several facilities. The firm’s Audit 
Committee has determined that management must implement more effective security measures at 
its facilities.  A Security Improvement Team has been formed to formulate a solution.  Janet 
Lynch is the financial analyst assigned to the team.  She has determined that a six-year time 
horizon is appropriate for the analysis and that a 14% cost of capital is applicable.  The team is 
investigating the following three vendors. 
 
 Vendor A is a new entrant to the security industry and is in the process of introducing its 

security system which utilizes new technology.  The system would require an initial 
investment of $4 million and have a life of six years.  A net cash outflow of $500,000 per 
year for salaries, operation, maintenance, and all costs related to the system would also be 
required. 
 

 Vendor B is an established firm in the security industry and has a security system that has 
been on the market for several years.  The system requires an initial investment of $1 million 
and will have a useful life of three years.  At the end of the three-year period, Ultra Comp 
would have to replace the hardware at an estimated cost of $1,250,000, based on current 
technology.  A net cash outflow of $750,000 per year for salaries, operation, maintenance, 
and all other related costs would also be required. 
 

 Vendor C is a nationally recognized firm in the security industry and has proposed to Ultra 
Comp that it provide a total security solution.  Vendor C would provide all hardware and 
personnel to operate and maintain a security system as called for by the specifications of 
Ultra Comp for all its locations. Ultra Comp would be required to sign a six-year contract at a 
cost of $1,400,000 per year. 

 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. Ultra Comp utilizes the Net Present Value (NPV) method to quantify the financial aspects of 

corporate decisions. Calculate the NPV of each of the three alternatives. 
 
B. Based on financial considerations, which of the three alternatives should the team 

recommend? Explain why. 
 

C. Define sensitivity analysis and discuss how Ultra Comp could use this technique in analyzing 
the three vendor alternatives. 

 
D. Identify and briefly discuss three non-financial considerations that the Ultra Comp team 

should consider prior to making a recommendation to senior management. 
 
CSO: D.2.a. Net present value 
LOS: D.2.b/g Calculate NPV and IRR/Evaluate and recommend project investments on the basis of DCF 

analysis 
CSO: D.5.a. Sensitivity analysis 
LOS: D.5.c. Distinguish among sensitivity analysis, scenario analysis, etc. as risk analysis techniques 
CSO: D.1.a. Stages of capital budgeting 
LOS: D.1.h. Identify and discuss qualitative considerations involved in the capital budgeting decision 
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Question 2.9 – Crenshaw 
 
Crenshaw Manufacturing has decided to acquire new equipment for its manufacturing 
facilities and is currently deciding how to finance the acquisition. The equipment has an 
initial purchase and installation cost of $2 million, will be utilized for 5 years, and is 
expected to have a salvage value of $200,000 at the end of the 5 year period. The 
estimated economic life of the equipment is 6 years. Maintenance cost is expected to be 
$75,000 per year. Crenshaw has an effective income tax rate of 40%. Crenshaw is 
considering the following two options. 
 

• Purchase the equipment. Crenshaw would depreciate the property for financial 
statement purposes on a straight-line basis over 5 years and for Federal income 
tax purposes as 3-year property using the MACRS General Depreciation System 
and the half year convention producing tax depreciation rates (rounded) of 33%, 
45%, 15%, and 7% for years 1 through 4 respectively. In addition to maintenance 
costs, Crenshaw would have to pay insurance of $25,000 per year and property 
taxes of $50,000 per year. 

 
• Lease the equipment through Morton Financial, a third party lessor. Morton 

provided a quote of $600,000 per year due at the year-end as the lease payment. 
Morton would be responsible for insurance and property taxes but Crenshaw 
would be responsible for maintenance. 

 
The Financial Analysis Department of Crenshaw realizes that the financial community 
views leasing as a form of debt financing, and therefore evaluates the lease vs. buy 
decision as 100% debt financing. Crenshaw could issue debt at a before-tax cost of 10% 
in today’s market. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.  Should Crenshaw purchase or lease the new equipment? Support your 

recommendation with calculations that show the net financial advantage.   
 
B.  If Crenshaw decides to lease the equipment, should the lease be classified as an 

operating or a capital lease for financial accounting and reporting purposes?  Support 
your answer. 

 
C.  Identify three reasons why firms in general may consider leasing as an alternative to 

ownership. 
 
CSO: B.6.h.  Lease financing  
LOS: B.6.q.  Describe lease financing, explain its benefits and disadvantages, and calculate the net advantage to 

leasing using discounted cash flow concepts 
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Question 2.10 – Chargrille 
 
Chargrille Inc. is a U.S. firm that manufactures barbecue grills.  The majority of the 
component parts are acquired from a company in Mexico then shipped to the U.S., where 
the grills are assembled, packaged, and shipped to dealers.  Helen Adams, Treasurer, is 
developing the revision to the cash budget for the second quarter utilizing the following 
forecasted parameters: 
 

• Sales Data: 
 March April May June July 
U.S. - Unit Sales 70,000 80,000 75,000 65,000 65,000 
Canada – Unit Sales 50,000 50,000 60,000 45,000 35,000 

 
• Selling Price: In U.S. = 50 US Dollars (USD);  In Canada = 60 Canadian 

Dollars (CAD) 
• Variable Expenses:  U.S. Labor = 10 USD per unit 

   U.S. Materials = 5 USD per unit 
               Mexican Imported Parts = 350 Mexican Pesos (MXN) per 

unit 
• Overhead per month = 400,000 USD 
• An interest payment on long term-debt of 500,000 USD is due in June 
• An income tax payment of 1,000,000 USD is due in June 
• Collections are assumed to occur in the month following the sale 
• Products are manufactured and the cash is expended one month prior to the 

sale 
• The cash balance at the end of March is assumed to be 1 million USD 
• Forward exchange rates are assumed to be as follows: 
 

 April May June 
CAD per USD 1.20 1.19 1.18 
MXN per USD 11.3 11.4 11.5 
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REQUIRED: 
 
A.   Develop the monthly cash flow budget in U.S. Dollars (USD) for April, May and 

June, showing the beginning cash balance, cash receipts, cash disbursements, and 
the ending cash balance for each month. (Use the spreadsheet to enter your 
responses.) 

 
B.   Identify and discuss the potential impact of currency fluctuations on receipts and 

cash disbursements that Chargrille is exposed to based on the calculations you made 
in question A. 

 
C. If the spot rate (per 1 USD) on the Canadian Dollar is 1.20, and on the Mexican Peso 

it is 11.00 at the time Adams is preparing the budget revision, identify whether the 
U.S. Dollar is expected to appreciate or depreciate during the second quarter relative 
to the: 
1. Canadian Dollar 
2. Mexican Peso 

 
D. Identify and discuss two alternatives available to reduce the foreign exchange rate 

risk to which Chargrille is exposed. 
 
CSO: A.4.a.  Impact of foreign operations  
LOS: A.4.a.  Demonstrate an understanding of the impact of foreign exchange fluctuations 
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Question 2.11 – Dominion 
 

Dominion Industries is evaluating whether to manufacture and market a new model 
coffeemaker to broaden its product line.  A cross-functional team has analyzed the market 
and cost structure for the new product and the analysis has produced the following: 
 
  Unit selling price       $110 
  Variable cost per unit         $45 
  Fixed costs (excluding depreciation)         $600,000 
  Capital investment          $3,500,000  
  Working capital investment          $500,000 
 
The team recognizes that the unit sales level is the most difficult variable to forecast and 
has conducted market research indicating that the sales distribution could be estimated as 
follows: 
    Units per year  Probability 
 20,000 15% 
 22,000 20% 
 25,000 30% 
 26,000 20% 
 28,000 15% 
 
The product is expected to have a life of 10 years, the working capital is fully recovered, 
and there is no salvage expected from the capital investment at the end of its life. For 
purposes of this analysis, use straight-line depreciation and assume a 30% effective 
income tax rate. Dominion has a cost of capital of 14%. 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A. What is the expected net present value of the investment in this new product?  Show 

your calculations. 
 
B. What is the probability that this investment will produce a positive net present value?  

Show your calculations. 
 
C. Corporate financial managers recognize that, in general, new capital investment 

projects involve a variety of risks, depending on the situation.   
 

1. Identify three techniques or methods that can be used to quantify and assess risk. 
2. For each technique identified describe the technique and indicate how it is 

utilized. 
 
CSO: D.2.a.    Net present value 

       LOS: D.2.b.    Calculate Net present value 
CSO: D.5.a,b. Risk analysis in capital investment 

       LOS: D.5.c.    Distinguish among risk analysis techniques 
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Question 2.12 – Right-Way 
 
Right-Way Stores is a chain of home improvement stores with 150 locations.  Right-Way 
has identified an attractive site for a new store and Jim Smith, Director of Financial 
Planning, has been asked to prepare an analysis and make a recommendation for or 
against opening this proposed new store. 
 
In preparing his analysis, Smith has determined that the land at the proposed site will cost 
$500,000 and the new store will cost $3.5 million to build.  The building contractor 
requires full payment at the start of construction, and it will take one year to build the 
store.  Right-Way will finance the purchase of the land and construction of the new 
building with a 40-year mortgage. The mortgage payment will be $118,000 payable 
annually at year end.  Fixtures for the store are estimated to cost $100,000 and will be 
expensed.  Inventory to stock the store is estimated to cost $100,000.  Concerned about 
the possibility of rising prices, the company expects to purchase the fixtures and 
inventory at the start of construction. Advertising for the grand opening will be $50,000, 
paid to the advertising agency on retainer at the start of construction.  The new store will 
begin operations one year after the start of construction. 
 
Right-Way will depreciate the building over 20 years on a straight-line basis, and is 
subject to a 35% tax rate.  Right-Way uses a 12% hurdle rate to evaluate projects.  The 
company expects to earn after-tax operating income from the new store of $1,200,000 per 
year.   
 
REQUIRED: 
 

A. What is Right-Way’s total initial cash outflow?  Show your calculations. 
 

B. Calculate the annual expected cash flow from the proposed new store.  Show your 
calculations. 

 
C. Right-Way management evaluates new stores over a five-year horizon as 

management believes there is too much uncertainty after 5 years of operation.  
Calculate the Net Present Value (NPV) for the store for the first 5 years of 
operation.  Show your calculations. 
 

D. Bases solely on your answer to C, would you recommend that Right-Way build 
this store?  Explain your answer. 
 

E. How would you use sensitivity analysis to test your confidence in the 
recommendation?  No calculations are required. 
 

CSO: D.2.a.     Net present value 
       LOS: D.2.b.     Calculate Net present value 

CSO: D.5.a,b.  Risk analysis in capital investment 
       LOS: D.5.c.     Distinguish among risk analysis techniques 
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Question 2.13 – Giga  
 
Giga Industries is a large publicly-held manufacturer of telecommunications equipment.  
The firm developed the following forecast for the upcoming year. 
Balance Sheet (thousands of dollars) 
Current assets       $100,000 
Fixed assets  750,000    
Accumulated depreciation  200,000    
   Net fixed assets     550,000 
      TOTAL ASSETS           $650,000 
      
Current liabilities         $50,000 
Long-term debt     150,000 
      
Shareholders’ equity      
   Preferred stock  50,000    
   Common – par of $2  100,000    
   Common – premium  200,000    
   Retained earnings  100,000    
     450,000 
      TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY   $650,000 
 
Income Statement (thousands of dollars) 
Revenue   

 
$2,000,000 

Depreciation expense    50,000 
Other expenses   1,775,000 
Earnings before interest & taxes   175,000 
Interest expense   15,000 
Taxes (40% effective rate)   64,000 
Net income   96,000 
Preferred stock dividends   5,000 
Earnings for common stock  $ 91,000 
 
The Product Development Team has developed a new line of state-of-the-art switching 
devices and is proposing a major capital investment of $200 million for a new division of 
the firm that will manufacture and sell the new line.  An extensive financial analysis was 
prepared using estimates for each year of the estimated 10-year product life and presented 
to the Board of Directors indicating that the project would result in a positive net present 
value (NPV) of $60 million and an internal rate of return (IRR) of 25%.  A board member 
commented that the project looked very promising but expressed concern about the 
impact on earnings.  The Controller was asked to develop a revised forecast for the 
coming year assuming the project was approved. 
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REQUIRED: 
 
A.   You are preparing the revised forecast for the Controller.  For each of the following 

assumptions show the Balance Sheet and/or Income Statement account that would be 
affected, the amount of the change and if the change increases or decreases the 
account.  Assume no floatation costs on all financing.   

 
1.   The $200 million investment in fixed assets will be made on January 1 and will 

be depreciated on a 10-year straight-line basis for financial statement and income 
tax purposes. 

 
2.   On January 1, $75 million of 10-year bonds will be issued at par with annual 

interest of 10% payable December 31 with principle to be repaid at maturity. 
 

3.   On January 1, $25 million of Preferred Stock will be issued with an annual  
dividend rate of 14% payable December 31. 

 
4.   On January 1, 4 million new shares of common stock will be issued to net the  

firm $25 per share.  Common stock dividends are expected to be $0.50 payable 
December 31, as in the original forecast. 

 
5.   During the initial year of operation, the new product is expected to produce cash 

revenue of $60 million and have cash expenses (other than depreciation) of $30 
million. 

 
B.   Assume the tax rate is expected to remain at 40% and taxes are paid on December 31, 

calculate the change in net income resulting from the transactions in question A. 
 
C.   Since financial theory indicates that project decisions should be made based on NPV 

and IRR, why would a large public company be concerned about the effect on 
earnings in the first year? 

 
 

CSO: A.1.d.     Purposes and components of financial statements 
LOS: A.1.e.      Identify, describe and calculate how a financial transaction affects the elements of each of 

the financial statements and the resulting impact on financial ratios 
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Question 2.14 – Henderson  
 
Henderson Inc. needs to raise $15 million for its research and development program.  Its 
investment banker suggested raising the funds through the issuance of original issue 
discount bonds.  The bonds would be outstanding for 5 years, have a semi-annual coupon 
rate of 6%, and a maturity value of $1,000 each.  The current market conditions require a 
yield of 8%, given Henderson’s bond rating.  Henderson’s marginal income tax rate is 
40%.  Ignore the issue expense of the bonds and round all calculations to the nearest 
dollar. Assume the bonds are issued on the first day of the fiscal year. 
 
 
REQUIRED: 
 
A.     What is the issue price of each bond?  Show your calculations. 
 
B.     How many bonds will Henderson have to issue?  Show your calculations. 
 
C.     Determine the net after-tax cash flows per bond to Henderson relating to the bonds 

at issuance (time=0) and for each of the five years they are outstanding.  Show your 
calculations. 

 
D.     Assume that at the end of three years, interest rates are 6% for bonds rated the same 

as Henderson’s and maturing at the same time.  What would a rational investor be 
willing to pay for one of Henderson’s bonds?  Show your calculations. 

 
CSO: B.3.b.    Financial Instruments - bonds 
LOS: B.3.e.    Value bonds, common stock, and preferred stock using discounted cash flow methods 
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Question 2.15 – Madison 
 
David Burns is the Manager of the Electrical Division of Madison Inc.   The budget for 
the upcoming year has just been finalized and is summarized below. 
 
 Budget Component        Amount         

Revenue              $17,050,000 
 Direct labor (300,000 hours @ $20/hr)   6,000,000 
 Employee benefits      2,400,000 
 Tools and equipment      1,800,000 
 Materials       2,000,000 
 Material procurement and handling       200,000 
 Overhead       3,100,000 
 Pretax profit     $1,550,000 
 
The budget meets the firm’s general guideline of a pretax profit equal to 10% of cost.  
Various components of the budget can be described as follows: 
 

• Direct labor represents the wage costs of employees (craft personnel, job site 
supervisors, engineers, etc.) who work on specific projects and are directly 
billable to customer projects.  Madison charges this to customers based on the 
number of hours employees work on the project times the average wage per 
hour. 

• Employee benefits include the cost to Madison of paid time off (vacations, 
holidays, and sickness), pensions, health and life insurance, and payroll taxes.  
This is charged to customers as a percent of direct labor. 

• Tools and equipment includes the cost of small tools, larger equipment such 
as cranes, backhoes and generators, and the cost of vehicles including 
maintenance, fuel, insurance, etc.  This is charged to customers as a percent of 
direct labor charged to the job. 

• Materials include materials acquired by Madison for use on customer projects, 
the cost of which is passed directly on to the specific customers. 

• Material procurement and handling represents the cost incurred by Madison to 
purchase, warehouse, and deliver materials (referenced in the above bullet 
point) to job sites.  This is charged to customers as a percent of the material 
cost. 

• Overhead includes the salary and benefit costs of employees not directly 
chargeable to projects (administrative and corporate staff as well as senior 
management) and other corporate expenses for facilities and supplies, most of 
which are relatively fixed.  This is charged to customers as a percent of all 
other costs incurred on the project.    
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REQUIRED: 
   
A.  David Burns received a call from Colby Architects asking for a price quote for a 

component of electrical work to be done on an office building project.  Based on the 
detailed specifications, Burns estimated that the job would require 10,000 direct labor 
hours and materials costing $200,000.  He decided to develop a cost proposal for 
other cost elements based on the percentages inherent in the budget, including a 
pretax profit equal to 10% of cost.  Determine the amount of the quote.  Show your 
calculations. 

 
B.  Madison measures the performance of its managers, including Burns, based on their 

ability to achieve budget targets, focusing on pretax profit as a percent of billable cost 
for each project completed.  Identify three advantages and three disadvantages of a 
performance measurement and incentive compensation system linked to the budget 
for a firm such as Madison. 

 
C.  Two weeks after submitting his bid, Burns received a call from Colby stating that if 

Madison could meet the lowest fixed cost bid of $695,000, then it would be awarded 
the contract.  Identify the factors that Burns should consider in deciding whether to 
accept the fixed price of $695,000. 

 
D. If Burns decides to accept the contract for the fixed price of $695,000, identify two 

reasons that Burns can use to justify his decision.  Explain your answer. 
  
CSO: C.2.c.      Special orders and pricing 
LOS: C.2.i.       Calculate the effect on operating income of a decision to accept or reject a special order 

when there is idle capacity and the order has no long-run implications 
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Answers to Part 1 Practice Questions 

 
 
Answer:  Question 1.1 - Brawn Technology, Inc. 
 
A.  The two fundamental types of internal audits are operational audits and compliance 

audits. 
 

An operational audit is a comprehensive review of the varied functions within an 
enterprise to appraise the efficiency and economy of operations and the effectiveness 
with which those functions achieve their objective.  An example would be an audit to 
assess productivity.  Other examples could include an evaluation of processes to 
reduce rework, or reduce the time required to process paperwork or goods.   
 
A compliance audit is the review of both financial and operating controls to see how 
they conform to established laws, standards, regulations, and procedures.  An 
environmental audit would be an example of a compliance audit.  Other examples of 
compliance audits could include the review of controls over industrial wastes or the 
review of procedures ensuring that proper disclosure is made regarding hazardous 
materials on site.  

 
B. 1.  A compliance audit would best fit the requirements of the president of Brawn.   
 

2. The objective of this compliance audit is to assure the president that the 
manufacturing facility has appropriate policies and procedures in place for 
obtaining the needed permits, has obtained all the required permits in accordance 
with the law, and that environmental and safety issues are being properly 
addressed.   

 
3. The assignment specifically is to address the proper use of permits, compliance 

with safety regulations, and compliance with environmental standards.  These 
issues can only be properly addressed by conducting a compliance audit.    
Although financial and operational areas might be involved, they would be 
secondary to the compliance issues.  For example, a financial impact could result 
from the evaluation of compliance with safety regulations.  The findings might 
result in additional expenditures for safety precautions or a reduction in the 
company’s risk of being fined for lack of compliance. 

 
C. To mitigate the president’s concern, the following activities and procedures could be 

implemented. 
 
 Set the tone at the top.  The president should communicate to all employees that 

the company expects appropriate business practices on the part of all employees 
in all divisions. 
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 Ensure that all employees have the necessary information to perform their duties.  
Keep the lines of communication open.  For example, involve senior mangers 
from the manufacturing facility in monthly operational meetings for the whole 
company. 

 
 Conduct regularly scheduled audits of compliance with applicable laws, 

regulations, and standards. 
 
 Periodically review and update policies, rules, and procedures to ensure that 

internal controls prevent or help to detect material risks.  Make sure all employees 
have access to the relevant policies and procedures.  For example, post the 
policies and procedures on the company’s intranet. 
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Answer:  Question 1.2 - Carroll Mining and Manufacturing 
 
A. The standards from IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice that 

specifically relate to Alex Raminov and the situation at Carroll Mining and 
Manufacturing are the following. 

 
 Competence 
 
 Perform professional duties in accordance with relevant laws, regulations, and 

technical standards.  It appears that CMMC is not incompliance with the relevant 
laws and regulations regarding the dumping of toxic materials; at a minimum, 
Raminov has an obligation to report this situation to higher authorities in the 
company. 

 
 Confidentially 
 
 Keep information confidential except when disclosure is authorized or legally 

required.  This standard may or may not relate to the CMMC situation depending on 
the requirements of the environmental regulations in effect in the jurisdiction where 
CMMC is operating.  Raminov may be required by law to disclose the information. 

 
 Integrity 
 

Refrain from engaging in any conduct that would prejudice carrying out duties 
ethically.   
 
Abstain from engaging in or supporting any activity that might discredit the 
profession.   
 
If Raminov does not report the apparent illegal dumping to those in authority at 
CMMC, his behavior would not be considered ethical under these standards and his 
lack of action would discredit the profession. 
 
Credibility 
 
Communicate information fairly and objectively. 
 
Disclose all relevant information that could reasonably be expected to influence an 
intended user’s understanding of the reports, analyses, or recommendations. 
 
Disclose delays or deficiencies in information, timeliness, processing, or internal 
controls in conformance with organization policy and/or applicable law. 
 
All of these standards make it clear that Raminov has an obligation to act 
objectively in this matter and report the situation to those in authority at CMMC.  
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The risks and exposures of illegal dumping should be disclosed in the financial 
reports that Raminov is preparing. 
 

B. Initially, Raminov should follow CMMC’s policy regarding the resolution of an 
ethical conflict.  If there is no policy or the policy does not resolve the issue, he 
should consider the courses of action recommended in IMA’s Statement of Ethical 
Professional Practice. 

 
Since Raminov’s immediate supervisor appears to be involved in the dumping 
situation, he should submit the issue to the next higher level.  If the situation is not 
satisfactorily resolved, Raminov should approach successive levels of authority, 
e.g., CFO, audit committee, Board of Directors.  He can also contact an IMA ethics 
counselor or other impartial advisor to discuss possible courses of action.  Raminov 
should consult an attorney regarding his legal obligations and rights in this ethical 
conflict. 
 

C. It is not considered appropriate for Raminov to inform authorities or individuals not 
employed or engaged by CMMC unless he believes there is a clear violation of the 
law.  In discussions with his attorney, Raminov should clarify his obligations under 
the law.  If CMMC does not take action after Raminov has informed the appropriate 
in-house authorities, he may be obligated to inform the regulatory agency involved.  
He should not under any circumstances anonymously release this information to the 
local newspaper. 
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Answer:  Question 1.3 - Hi-Quality Productions 
 

A. The standards from IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice that 
specifically relate to Amy Kimbell and the situation at Hi-quality Productions are 
the following. 

 
 
 

Competence 

 Provide decision support information and recommendations that are accurate, 
clear, concise, and timely. 

 
 Recognize and communicate professional limitations or other constraints that 

would preclude responsible judgment or successful performance of an activity.  
 

Amy Kimbell has an ethical conflict because she has been told to “keep quiet” 
about errors she has discovered in the original budgeting process.  The incorrect 
data used makes the decision support data provided suspect and the decisions 
made based on that data risky.   

 
Integrity 
 
Refrain from engaging in any conduct that would prejudice carrying out duties 
ethically. 
 
Abstain from engaging in or supporting any activity that might discredit the 
profession. 
 
Amy Kimball has an ethical conflict as she has an obligation to disclose the errors 
in the budgets presented but has been told not to.  If she does not correct the 
situation, she will not be carrying out her duties ethically and therefore will 
discredit her profession. 
 
Credibility 
 
Communicate information fairly and objectively. 
 
Disclose all relevant information could reasonably be expected to influence an 
intended user’s understanding of the reports, analyses, or recommendations. 
 
It is clear that the budget committee has not been objective in its presentation of 
information and therefore has distorted the decisions based on that information.  
Kimbell should correct the information so that future expectations are realistic. 

 
B.     Initially, Kimbell should follow Hi-Quality Productions’ policy regarding the       

resolution of an ethical conflict.  If there is no policy or the policy does not resolve 
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the issue, she should consider the courses of action recommended in IMA’s 
Statement of Ethical Professional Practice. 

 
Kimbell should present her findings to her immediate supervisor.  If her immediate 
supervisor is involved in the incorrect budgeting situation or if the supervisor takes 
not action, she should submit the issue to the next higher level.  If the situation is 
not satisfactorily resolved, Kimbell should approach successive levels of authority, 
e.g., CFO, audit committee, Board of Directors.  She can also contact an IMA ethics 
counselor or other impartial advisor to discuss possible courses of action.  Kimbell 
should consult an attorney regarding her legal obligations and rights in this ethical 
conflict. 
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Answer:  Question 1.4 – Matchpoint Racquet Club 
 
A.    MRC Cash Budget Proposed 

Third Quarter (only) 
 

Beginning cash balance $186,000 
Third quarter cash receipts 200,650 
Third quarter cash expenditures   178,000 
Ending cash balance $208,650 

 
Supporting calculations 
 
Cash Receipts          
Memberships   Fee Distribution        
 Individual $300      60% $36,000  (50 new+150 renewals) x .60 x $300 
 Student   180      10% 3,600  (50+150) x .10 x $180  
 Family   600      30%    36,000   (50+150) x .30 x $600   
     Total    $ 75,600      
        
 
Court Fees          
   Individual       $50             60% 61,500  (50 new +2,000 regular) x .60 x $50  
   Student         40             10% 8,200  2,050 x .10 x $40   
   Family         90             30% 55,350  2,050 x .30 x $90   
    Total      125,050      
        
Total Cash Receipts   $200,650  
     
Cash Expenditures         
Fixed costs   $157,500      
Less depreciation   24,500 15     
Variable costs     45,000  (1000 hours+2000 hours) x $15 
15Total Costs $178,000       
          
B. Sensitivity analysis would help MRC management by testing the assumed projections 

and seeing how sensitive the cash flows are to changes in the number of members or 
the distribution of members. 
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C. Other factors that MRC should consider include:  

 Communication strategy to current members. 
 Market acceptance of the new pricing strategy. 
 Cost associated with the change. 
 Timing of the change. 
 The effect on the mix of membership class. 
 The anticipated rate of return for excess cash and the costs of borrowing funds. 
 The reliability of the projections. 
 The capacity of the tennis and racquet ball courts. 
 Price elasticity for memberships in similar clubs. 
 The reaction of the competition. 
 Quality of its facilities and staff. 
 Cost of advertising/communicating this price change. 

 
 
Answer:  Question 1.5 - TruJeans 
 
A. The sales staff has not presented the controller with a unique expected level of sales, 

but rather sales numbers under various scenarios.  The controller could use the 
expected sales in the budget, which is the summation of the anticipated sales under 
each scenario times the probability of that scenario.  The controller would need to 
estimate the probability of each scenario in order to complete the task. 
 

B. Under direct costing, fixed manufacturing costs are expensed rather than being added 
to the inventoriable cost of each unit.  Thus, it is not necessary to determine the 
allocation of fixed costs to individual units. 
 

C. At first glance, job order costing appears to make more sense, as each pair of jeans is 
literally unique, given that the buyer’s name is stitched on the back pocket.  However, 
in reality, process costing should be used, because jeans will be produced continually, 
and for cost purposes, will be same for each pair. 
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Answer:  Question 1.6 – Sonimad Sawmill 
 
A.1. Relative sales value method at split-off 
 
 Product   Monthly Output  Sales Price Split-off Value % of Sales Allocated Costs 
 
 Studs 75,000 $    8 $    600,000 46.15% $    461,539 
 Decorative pieces 5,000 60 300,000 23.08% 230,769 
 Posts 20,000 20      400,000   30.77%      307,692 
   Totals   $1,300,000 100.00% $1,000,000 
 
 
A.2. Physical output (volume) method at split-off 
 
 Product   Monthly Output % of Output Allocated Costs 
 
 Studs 75,000 75.00% $    750,000 
 Decorative pieces 5,000 5.00% 50,000 
 Posts   20,000   20.00%      200.000 
   Totals 100,000 100.00% $1,000,000   

 
A.3. Estimated net realizable value method 
 
 Product   Monthly Output  Sales Price Net Value % of Net Value Allocated Costs 
 
 Studs 75,000 $    8 $    600,000 44.44% $    444,445 
 Decorative pieces 4,5001 100 350,0002 25.93% 259,259 
 Posts 20,000 20      400,000   29.63%      296,296 
   Totals   $1,350,000 100.00% $1,000,000 
 
Notes: 
(1) 5,000 monthly units of output – 10% normal spoilage = 4,500 good units 
(2) 4,500 good units x $100 = $450,000 – further processing costs of $100,000 = $350,000 
 
 
B.  Presented below is an analysis for Sonimad Sawmill comparing the processing of 
decorative pieces further versus selling the rough-cut product immediately at split-off.  
Based on this analysis, it is recommended that Sonimad further process the decorative 
pieces as this action results in an additional contribution of $50,000. 
 
 Units Dollars 
 
 Monthly unit output 5,000 
 Less normal further processing shrinkage    500 
     Units available for sale 4,500 
 Final sales value (4,500 units @$100 each)  $450,000 
 Less sales value at split-off    300,000 
     Differential revenue  150,000 
 Less further processing costs    100,000 

          Additional contribution from further processing  $  50,000 
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Answer:  Question 1.7 – Alyssa Manufacturing 
 
A.1. The total budgeted costs for the Manufacturing Department at Alyssa 

Manufacturing are presented below. 
 

Direct material 
 Tuff Stuff ($5.00/unit x 20,000 units) $100,000 
 Ruff Stuff ($3.00/unit x 20,000 units)     60,000 
Total direct material  $    160,000 
Direct labor  800,000 
Overhead 
 Indirect labor $  24,000 
 Fringe benefits 5,000 
 Indirect material 31,000 
 Power 180,000 
 Set-up 75,000 
 Quality assurance 10,000 
 Other utilities 10,000 
 Depreciation     15,000 
Total overhead       350,000 
Total budgeted cost  $1,310,000 
 

A.2&3 The unit standard costs of Tuff Stuff and Ruff Stuff, with overhead allocated 
based on direct labor hours, are calculated as follows. 

 
Tuff Stuff 
Direct material $  5.00 
Direct labor ($8.00/hour x 2 hours)* 16.00 
Overhead ($3.50hour x 2 hours)*    7.00 
 Tuff Stuff unit standard cost $28.00 
 
Ruff Stuff 
Direct material $  3.00 
Direct labor ($8.00/hour x 3 hours)* 24.00 
Overhead ($3.50/hour x 3 hours)*    10.50 
 Ruff Stuff unit standard cost $37.50 
 
*Budgeted direct labor hours 
 Tuff Stuff (20,000 units x 2 hours) 40,000 
 Ruff Stuff (20,000 units x 3 hours)   60,000 
      Total budgeted direct labor hours 100,000 
 
Direct labor rate:  $800,000 ÷ 100,000 hours = $8.00/hour 
Overhead rate:     $350,000 ÷ 100,000 hours = $3.50/hour 
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B.1&2 The total budgeted cost of the Fabricating and Assembly Departments, after 

separation of overhead into the activity pools, is calculated as follows. 
 
 Total Fabricating Assembly 
  Percent Dollars Percent Dollars 

Direct material $  160,000 100% $160,000  
Direct labor 800,000 75% 600,000 25% $200,000 
Overhead 

Indirect labor 24,000 75% 18,000 25% 6,000 
Fringe benefits 5,000 80% 4,000 20% 1,000 
Indirect material 31,000  20,000  11,000 
Power 180,000  160,000  20,000 
Set-up 75,000  5,000  70,000 
Quality assurance 10,000 80% 8,000 20% 2,000 
Other utilities 10,000 50% 5,000 50% 5,000 
Depreciation        15,000 80%     12,000 20%       3,000 

Total overhead      350,000    232,000    118,000 
Total budget $1,310,000  $992,000  $318,000 
 

C. 1&2 The unit standard costs of the products using activity-based costing are 
calculated below. 

Fabricating Department 
Total cost $992,000 
Less: Direct material 160,000 
Less: Direct labor   600,000 
Pool overhead cost for allocation $232,000 
 
Hours: Tuff Stuff (4.4 Hrs. x 20,000 units) 88,000 
            Ruff Stuff (6.0 Hrs. x 20,000 units) 120,000 
                 Total machine hours 208,000 
 
Overhead cost/machine hour: $232,000 ÷ 208,000 = $1.1154/hour 
 
Fabrication cost per unit: Tuff Stuff  $1.1154 x 4.4 hrs. = $4.91 per unit 
                                         Ruff Stuff  $1.1154 x 6.0 hrs. = $6.69 per unit 
 

Assembly Department 
Total cost – Direct labor = Pool overhead cost for allocation 
$318,000 - $200,000 = $118,000 
 
Set-ups = 1,000 (Tuff Stuff) + 272 (Ruff Stuff) = 1,272 
 
Cost per set-up: $118,000 ÷ 1,272 = $92.77 per set-up 
 
Set-up cost per unit: 
 Tuff Stuff: ($92.77 x 1,000) ÷ 20,000 units = $4.64 per unit 
 Ruff Stuff: ($92.77 x 272) ÷ 20,000 units = $1.26 per unit 
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Tuff Stuff Standard Activity-based Cost 
 
Direct material $   5.00 
Direct labor 16.00 
Fabrication Department overhead allocation 4.91 
Assembly Department overhead allocation    4.64 
    Total cost $30.55 
 
Ruff Stuff Standard Activity-based Cost 
 
Direct material $   3.00 
Direct labor 24.00 
Fabrication Department overhead allocation 4.91 
Assembly Department overhead allocation    6.69 
    Total cost $34.95 
 

D. When compared to the old standard cost ($37.50), the new activity-based standard 
cost for Ruff Stuff ($34.95) should lead the company to decide to lower the price 
for Ruff Stuff in order to be more competitive in the market and continue 
production of the product.  Using ABC for allocating overhead costs generally leads 
to a more accurate estimate of the costs incurred to produce a product, and Alyssa 
should be able to make better informed decisions regarding pricing and production. 
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Answer:  Question 1.8 - Lawton Industries 
 
A. Average investment in operating assets employed: 
 

Balance end of current year $12,600,000 
Balance end of previous year*   12,000,000 
    Total $24,600,000 
 
Average operating assets employed** $12,300,000 
 
*$12,600,000 ÷ 1.05 
**$24,600,000 ÷ 2 
 
ROI = Income from operations ÷ Average operating assets employed 
 = $2,460,000 ÷ $12,300,000 
 = .20 or 20% 
 
Residual Income: 
 Income from operations $2,460,000 
 Minimum return on assets employed*    1,845,000 
     Residual income $   615,000 
 
*$12,300,000 x .15 
 

B. Yes, Presser’s management probably would have accepted the investment if residual 
income were used.  The investment opportunity would have lowered Presser’s ROI because the 
expected return (18%) was lower than the division’s historical returns as well as its actual ROI 
(20%) for the year just ended.  Management rejected the investment because bonuses are based in 
part on the performance measure of ROI.  If residual income were used as a performance measure 
(and as a basis for bonuses), management would accept any and all investments that would 
increase residual including the investment opportunity rejected in the year just ended. 
 
C. Presser must control all items related to profit (revenues and expenses) and investment if it 

is to be evaluated fairly as an investment center by either the ROI or residual income 
performance measures.  Presser must control all elements of the business except the cost of 
invested capital, that being controlled by Lawton Industries. 
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Answer:  Question  1.9  Standard Lock 
 

A. 1) Crosby, the owner is taking a hands-off approach. He is hardly around to check 
on the business; 2) the two managers Smith and Fletcher have too much control 
without any independent checks on them; 3) hiring policies to hire the right kind 
of employees are lacking; Crosby does not screen the job applicants; he did not 
check any background references for Smith and Fletcher; 4) proper internal 
controls such as segregation of duties, authorizations, independent checks are not 
in place. Fletcher places purchase orders, and also receives materials.  Crosby is 
in charge of collecting the payments, maintaining records, reconciling the bank 
accounts, preparing and signing checks, and approving payments. Lack of basic 
internal controls seems to have opened the door for employees to commit fraud.   

 
B. Proper internal controls must be in place so that opportunities to commit, and/or 

conceal fraud are eliminated.  In this case, the internal controls needed are: 1) 
segregation of duties; 2) system of authorizations; 3) independent checks; and 4) 
proper documentation.  No one department or individual should handle all aspects 
of a transaction from beginning to end. No one person should perform more than 
one functions recording transactions, and reconciling bank accounts (as done by 
Crosby in this case). In a similar manner, Fletcher should not authorize purchases, 
receive inventory and issue materials for production. The company should also 
separate the duties of preparing and signing checks, especially because the same 
person has the authority to approve payment.   

 
There is a failure to enforce authorization controls. Crosby should authorize 
purchases and approve payments. He might consider hiring another person so that 
the two tasks, record keeping and bank reconciliation can be separated.  
 
In addition to that, the company must have better hiring policies in place, they 
may require vacations, conduct internal audit’s and have good oversight over 
employees. 
 
Require vacations, conduct internal audits, owner/board oversight.                                                          

 
C. Even the best internal controls do not guarantee that fraud will be eliminated.  

These controls provide reasonable, not absolute, assurance against fraud.  Internal 
controls are not fraud-proof, internal controls never provide absolute insurance 
that fraud will be prevented.  Effectiveness depends on competency and 
dependability of people enforcing the controls. 
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Answer:  Question 1.10 – SieCo 
 
A. SieCo is currently using a plant-wide overhead rate that is applied on the basis of 

direct labor costs.  In general, a plant-wide manufacturing overhead rate is 
acceptable only if a similar relationship between overhead and direct labor exists 
in all department, or the company manufactures products which receive 
proportional services from each department. 
 
In most cases, departmental overhead rates are preferable to plant-wide overhead 
rates because plant-wide overhead rates do not provide 
 
 a framework for reviewing overhead costs on a departmental basis, identifying 

departmental cost overruns, or taking corrective action to improve 
departmental cost control. 

 
 sufficient information about product profitability, thus, increasing the 

difficulties associated with management decision-making. 
 
B. In order to improve the allocation of overhead costs in the Cutting and Grinding 

Departments, SieCo should 
 
 establish separate overhead accounts and rates for each of these departments. 
 
 select an application basis for each of these departments that best reflects the 

relationship of the departmental activity to the overhead costs incurred, i.e., 
machine hours, direct labor hours, etc. 

 
 identify, if possible, fixed and variable overhead costs and establish fixed and 

variable overhead rates for each department. 
 
C. In order to accommodate the automation of the Drilling Department in its 

overhead accounting system, SieCo should 
 
 establish separate overhead accounts and rates for the Drilling Department. 
 
 identify, if possible, fixed and variable overhead costs and establish fixed and 

variable overhead rates. 
 
 apply overhead costs to the Drilling Department on the basis of robot or 

machine hours. 
 

 
D. Because SieCo uses a plant-wide overhead rate applied on the basis of direct 

labor costs, the elimination of direct labor in the Drilling Department through the 
introduction of robots may appear to reduce the overhead cost of the Drilling 
Department to zero.  However, this change will not reduce fixed manufacturing 
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expenses such as depreciation, plant supervision, etc.  In reality, the use of robots 
is likely to increase fixed expenses because of increased depreciation expense.  
Under SieCo’s current method of allocating overhead costs, these costs will 
merely be absorbed by the remaining departments. 

 
E. Under competence, Altman has a responsibility to “provide decision support 

information and recommendations that are accurate, clear, concise and timely.”  It 
is possible that the decision was made with less than optimal decision support. 
 
Under confidentiality, he must keep information confidential except when 
disclosure is authorized or legally required and inform his subordinates of the 
same requirement.  
No information is presented that indicates that this standard has been, or may be, 
violated.  
 
Under Integrity, Altman must “avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and 
advise all appropriate parties of any potential conflict.” He must also “refrain 
from engaging in any activity that would prejudice his ability to carry out his 
duties ethically.” He should also “refrain from engaging in any activity that would 
discredit the profession.”  There appears to be a conflict of interest here when 
Simpson’s brother-in-law has won the contract. 
 
Finally, under credibility, Altman must “communicate information both fairly and 
objectively.”  He should “disclose fully all relevant information that could 
reasonably be expected to influence an intended user’s understanding of the 
reports and recommendations presented.”  The ownership by Simpson’s brother-
in-law should be disclosed to Hunter. 

 
F. According to IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, Altman should 

first follow the established policies of the organization he is employed by in an 
effort to resolve the ethical dilemma. If such policies do not exist, or are not 
effective, he should follow the steps as outlined in “Resolution of Ethical 
Conflict”. 
 
First, he should discuss the problems with his immediate superior except when it 
appears the superior is involved. In this case, it is not clear if Hunter is involved. 
If this step is not successful in solving the dilemma, he should proceed up the 
chain of command, which in this case would appear to be the President, and then 
the Board of Directors. 
 
However, he should note that except where legally prescribed, communication of 
such internal problems should not be discussed with authorities or individuals not 
employed or engaged by the organization. 
 
Spencer should clarify relevant ethical issues by confidential discussion with an 
objective advisor (e.g. IMA Ethics Counseling Service) to obtain a better 
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understanding of possible courses of action. He should consult his own attorney 
as to his legal obligations and rights concerning the ethical conflict. 
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Answer:  Question 1.11 – GRQ Company 
 
A.  
Under competence, Spencer has a responsibility to “maintain an appropriate level of 
professional competence.”  He must perform his duties in accordance with relevant laws, 
regulations and technical standards, e.g. FASB No. 5 – Accountancy for Contingencies. 
 
Under confidentiality, he must keep information confidential except when disclosure is 
authorized or legally required and inform his subordinates of the same requirement. He 
must refrain from using or appearing to use confidential information for unethical or 
illegal advantage personally. 
 
Under Integrity, Spencer must “avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise 
all appropriate parties of any potential conflict.” He must also “refrain from engaging in 
any activity that would prejudice his ability to carry out his duties ethically.” He should 
also “refrain from engaging in any activity that would discredit the profession.” 
 
Finally, under credibility, Spencer must “communicate information both fairly and 
objectively.”  He should “disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably be 
expected to influence an intended user’s understanding of the reports and 
recommendations presented.” 
 
B.  
According to IMA’s Statement of Ethical Professional Practice, Spencer should first 
follow the established policies of the organization he is employed by in an effort to 
resolve the ethical dilemma. If such policies do not exist, or are not effective, he should 
follow the steps as outlined in “Resolution of Ethical Conflict”. 
 
First, he should discuss the problems with his immediate superior except when it appears 
the superior is involved. Since his superior is the CFO, who gave him the instructions to 
ignore the situation and not consider the financial ramifications of non-disclosure, he 
should proceed to the next higher level, which is the CEO of GRQ company. If this step 
is not successful in solving the dilemma, he should proceed up the chain of command, 
which in this case would appear to be the Board of Directors of GRQ. 
 
However, he should note that except where legally prescribed, communication of such 
internal problems should not be discussed with authorities or individuals not employed or 
engaged by the organization. 
 
Spencer should clarify relevant ethical issues by confidential discussion with an objective 
advisor (e.g. IMA Ethics Counseling Service) to obtain a better understanding of possible 
courses of action. He should consult his own attorney as to his legal obligations and 
rights concerning the ethical conflict. 
 
 
(*) – According to the provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) , employees 
are to be provided with a means to report such matters to top management of the 
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organization, and when deemed appropriate, may report these matters to the appropriate 
external parties (e.g. SEC, Justice Department, EPA, etc) as the matter dictates.  
Candidates should be given some credit for being aware of this provision made by SOX. 
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Answer:  Question 1.12 – Med Direct 
 
A.1. Buying raw materials from other countries will expose the company to market 

risk, including the exposure to potential loss that would result from changes in 
market prices or rates.  Examples include foreign exchange valuation, interest rate 
changes, and the volatility of crude oil prices.  If a company has a contract to 
purchase products in a foreign currency, the cost of those products may increase 
drastically due to depreciation of the home currency.  Foreign products may 
increase in price, or become unavailable, due to political events, such as 
expropriation or inflation.  

 
A.2. Credit risk is the economic lost suffered due to the default of a borrower or 

counterparty.  Default can be legal bankruptcy or failure to fulfill contractual 
obligations in a timely manner, due to inability or unwillingness.  Credit risk 
includes loan default, failure to pay accounts receivable, or the inability of a 
business partner to fulfill agreed upon actions or payments.  These conditions 
may be worsened when dealing with international counter-parties, due to 
differences in legal systems, accounting systems, credit reporting services. 

 
A.3. International companies may have additional operational risk, defined as the risk 

of direct or indirect loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, 
people, and systems or from external events.  An example is failure to follow 
quality standards resulting in the shipment of deficient products, customer 
dissatisfaction, and reputation damage.  Other examples include failure to 
properly monitor financial transactions, the hacking of computer files, and failure 
to follow loan approval controls. 

 
B.1 Without a thorough understanding of your business, it is not possible to (1) 

identify the risks associated with daily operations, (2) understand the external 
risks associated with elements such as competitors or changes in technology, or 
(3) to assign individual accountability for risk management.  If you do not 
understand your business position, decisions can be made that would undermine 
that position.  For example, if your customers buy your service or good because 
of its quality and they don’t care about price, you need to know this to mitigate 
the risk of damaging this relationship. 

 
B.2. A system of checks and balances (1) prevents any individual or group from 

gaining the power to take unplanned risks on behalf of an organization, (2) 
safeguards assets, and prevents fraudulent activities.  Examples include the 
segregation of duties to safeguard financial transactions and the use of passwords 
to limit access to records and programs. 

 
 
B.3. Procedures that set limits and set standards can (1) prevent inappropriate 

behavior, and (2) tell a business when to stop.  Examples might include standards 
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for sales practices and product disclosures, standards for hiring practices 
regarding background checks on prospective employees, or termination policies 
for violation of company policy. 

 
C. Management should be involved with: 
 

 Setting the tone from the top and building awareness through demonstration 
of senior management commitment 

 
 Establishing the principles that will guide the company’s risk culture and 

values 
 

 Facilitating open communication for discussing risk issues, escalating 
exposures, and sharing lessons learned and best practices 

 
 Providing training and development programs 

 
 Selecting appropriate performance measures to promote desired behavior 

 
 Setting compensation policies that reward desired behavior 

 
D. Management should be involved with: 

 
Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX 404) requires management 
to “take ownership” of internal controls over financial reporting by assessing and 
publicly reporting on their effectiveness.   
 
Each annual report of an issuer (of public securities) will contain an “internal 
control report.”  This report contains a statement that management is responsible 
for maintaining adequate internal controls, and the report contains an assessment 
of the effectiveness of the internal control structure.   
 
Each issuer is required to disclose the content of its code of ethics for senior 
financial officers. 
 
The auditor’s report will evaluate management’s assessment of the internal 
controls, and issue an opinion as to the effectiveness of the internal controls. 
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Answer:  Question 1.13 – CenturySound 
 
               
 

A. According to the Statement of Ethical Professional Practice , Wilson in this 
situation has a responsibility to demonstrate 
 
• Competence by preparing complete and clear reports and recommendations 

after appropriate analyses of relevant and reliable information.   
 

• Confidentiality by refraining from disclosing confidential information 
acquired in the course of their work except when authorized, unless legally 
obligated to do so.   

 
• Integrity by communicating unfavorable as well as favorable information and 

professional judgments or opinions as well as refraining from engaging in or 
supporting any activity that would discredit the profession. 

 
• Objectivity by communicating information fairly and objectively and disclose 

fully all relevant information that could reasonably be expected to influence 
an intended user’s understanding of the reports, comments and 
recommendations presented. 

 
 

B. Wilson should first discuss this matter with his superior, the Controller, unless his 
superior is involved in which case he should go to the next managerial level.  If a 
satisfactory solution cannot be reached with his superior, Wilson should move up 
the chain of command.  Unless his superior is involved, Wilson should inform his 
superior when he goes to higher levels of management.  If his superior is the 
CEO, Wilson should go to an acceptable reviewing authority such as the audit 
committee, executive committee, board of directors.  Wilson can clarify ethical 
issues by having a confidential discussion with an objective advised (e.g. IMA 
Ethics Counseling Service) to determine a possible course of action.  He may also 
consult with his own attorney.  If Wilson is unable to resolve the ethical dilemma 
there may be no other course than to resign and submit an informative 
memorandum to an appropriate representative of the organization. 
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Answers to Part 2 Practice Questions 

 
 
Answer:  Question 2.1 - Cambridge Automotive Products 
 
A. The analysis shown below yields the following after-tax incremental cash flows: 
 

1. Period 0 ($13,200,000)  
2. Period 1  4,200,000  

  
 
$ Millions      
 Year 

Cash Flow Element 0 1 2 3 4 
      
Revenue  $16.0  $20.0  $20.0  $20.0  
      
Equipment ($12.0)     
Equipment Salvage     $0.9  
Equipment Removal     ($1.4) 
Direct Labor & Materials  ($8.0) ($10.0) ($10.0) ($10.0) 
Indirect Costs  ($3.0) ($3.0) ($3.0) ($3.0) 
Net Working Capital ($1.2)    $1.2  
      
Total Cash Flow Before Tax ($13.2) $5.0  $7.0  $7.0  $7.7  
Cash Taxes  ($0.8) ($1.6) ($1.6) ($1.4) 
Net Cash Flow, After Tax ($13.2) $4.2  $5.4  $5.4  $6.3  
      
      
Memo: Calculation of Cash Taxes      
Tax Profit Before Tax & 
Depreciation   $5.0  $7.0  $7.0  $6.5  
Tax Depreciation  ($3.0) ($3.0) ($3.0) ($3.0) 
Tax Profit Before Tax   $2.0  $4.0  $4.0  $3.5  

 
 
3. The Period 4 operating cash flow is $5,400,000 calculated as follows. 

 
 Revenue $20,000,000 

 Direct labor & material  (10,000,000) 
 Indirect costs    (3,000,000) 
 Before tax cash flow 7,000,000 
 Tax effect1    (1,600,000) 
 After tax cash flow $  5,400,000   

 
1 $7,000,000 - $3,000,000 = $4,000,000 x 40% = ($1,600,000) 
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4.  The Period 4 terminal cash flow is $900,000 calculated as follows. 
 

 Equipment removal ($1,400,000) 
 Salvage  900,000  
 Working capital recovery   1,200,000 
 Before tax cash flow 700,000 
 Tax effect2      200,000 
 After tax cash flow $   900,000   

 
2 $700,000 - $1,200,000 = ($500,000) x 40% = $200,000 
 

 
B. Cash flow variables with potential risks that could affect the estimates made by CAP 

include the following. 
 
 Volume estimates are generally subject to a high degree of estimation error due to 

the variety of external factors that impact the volume realized in the future.  
Competitive forces, consumer acceptance of the new product, general economic 
conditions are just a few of the factors that could influence the ultimate demand 
realized for the new car by KAC, which would impact the demand for ignition 
system modules from CAP.  Since there are a number of fixed costs, including 
equipment and indirect costs, deviations in volume could have a significant 
impact on the cash flows and the financial success of the project. 

 
 Exchange rates are another important variable.  Since CAP is a U.S. company 

with a cost structure consisting of U.S. dollar denominated expenses, there is 
exchange risk resulting from a revenue stream in the Korean Won.  The net cash 
flows from the project in U.S. dollars will be dependent on the exchange rate in 
effect when each of the KRW denominated payments is received. 

 
 Direct costs are another potential variance given that the actual productivity of its 

workforce, the reliability of its manufacturing systems, and unit materials costs 
could vary substantially from what CAP projects.  In a competitive bidding 
situation, there may be pressure to bid as low as possible to increase the chances 
for success.  If the firm has used “best case” assumptions for its cost structure, 
negative variances in the assumptions for direct costs could decrease the amount 
of cash flow generated from the project relative to expectations. 

 
 The estimates for the cost of the equipment removal and the salvage value of the 

equipment could vary significantly as these costs will occur several years in the 
future and could negatively impact the expected cash flow. 
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Answer:  Question 2.2 - City of Blakston  
 
A.  The contribution margin is 75%1 or $3.75 per adult admission, and $1.875 per student 

admission.  The mix is 20% adult (30 ÷ 150) and 80% student (120 ÷ 150).  The 
weighted average contribution margin is:  

 
WACM = .20($3.75) + .80 ($1.875) = $2.25 
 
The breakeven point is Fixed cost ÷ WACM 
 
                                     $33,000 ÷ $2.25 = 14,667 per season. 

 
1 100% - state fee of 10% - variable cost of 15% 

 
 
B. The highest number to break even assumes that all admissions are students: 
 
                            $33,000 ÷ $1.875 = 17,600 per season  
 
C. The lowest number to break even assumes that all admissions are at the adult rate: 
 
                            $33,000 ÷ $3.75 = 8,800 per season 
 
D.1. Under product-mix pricing,  the price is set low for some products or segments in 

the hope that it will attract others.  If it is found that adults are usually accompanied 
by students, attempts could be made to find the mix of adult/student prices that 
brings in the most patrons. 

 
D.2. Volume discount pricing could be used by allowing for discounts based on an 

individual patron's usage (e.g., season pass) or allowing for group discounts (e.g., 
clubs, church groups). 

 
D.3. Penetration pricing is the setting of a competitive price, in the hopes of beating the 

competition.  Price could be set competitive (or lower) than other pools in the 
region, in an attempt to maximize contribution margin. 

 
D.4. Off-peak pricing is used to encourage purchases during slower periods.  A 

discounted pricing could be set on days when volume is expected to be low (e.g., 
cloudy days) or during slower times of the day (e.g., evening admission). 
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Answer:  Question 2.3 - Grubstake Mining Ltd. 
 

A. The required cost per ton can be calculated as follows: 

 Required fund at the end of year 15 
    
 Amount in today's dollars $14,000,000    
 Future value factor (15 years, 4%)            1.801    
     Required fund $25,214,000  

 Value of current fund at the end of year 15  

 Current fund value $3,000,000 
Future value factor (15 years, 7%)          2.759   

     Value in 15 years $8,277,000  
  

 Estimated additional amount needed in year 15 
 

 Required fund $25,214,000 
 Value of current fund in 15 years     8,277,000 
     Additional amount needed $16,937,000    

 Annual funding required 

 Additional amount needed $16,937,000 
 FV of Annuity factor (15 years, 7%)     ÷   25.129   
     Annual funding required $     674,002 
   
 Cost per ton 

 Annual funding required $    674,002 
 Annual output (Tons)  ÷ 1,350,000   
     Cost per ton   $          0.50    
          

B. Major uncertainties and their effect on the charge per ton could include the following. 

 Estimate of the cost in today's dollars for the reclamation.  Since the reclamation 
will not be done for 15 years, there is considerable uncertainty.  The technology 
could change, resulting in higher or lower cost.  The law or associated regulations 
could also change.  

 
 Rate of escalation of the reclamation cost.  Future cost increase levels are difficult 

to project.  
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 Estimated earnings level of the fund.  The 15-year horizon is a long period of 
time.  Investment returns from the equities and fixed income markets can 
fluctuate significantly from year to year.       

 
 Tax regulations can change.  This would affect the annual amount deposited to the 

fund because earnings could become taxable. 
 

 The mine output could change.  Total output could be different and/or the yearly 
amounts may not be uniform as projected. 

 
C. Changes in tax regulations could affect the analysis in the following ways.  

1. If amounts collected for reclamation and deposited in external funds were taxable,  

 GML would have to charge its customers more each year. 

 the charge per ton would initially be adjusted by dividing the amount by (1-
tax rate) and offsetting that by an amount equal to the present value of the tax 
benefit in 15 years when reclamation occurs and a tax benefit is received. 
  

2. If the earnings on the fund were taxable, 

 the charge per ton would have to increase to offset the tax payments.   

 GML may want to communicate to the trustee that it should be more 
aggressive (i.e., take more risk) so it earns higher pre-tax returns. 

 
 GML may want the trustee to invest in tax exempt instruments.  This decision 

should take into account the yields of tax exempt vs. taxable instruments. 
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Answer:  Question 2.4 - Kolobok  
 
A. Target costing is focused on market pricing or the prices of a firm’s most direct 

competitors.  The process for determining product pricing involves the following five 
steps: (1) determine the market price, (2) determine the desired profit, (3) calculate 
the target cost at market price less the desired profit, (4) use value engineering to 
identify ways to reduce product cost, and (5) use continuous improvement and 
operational controls to further reduce costs and increase profits. 

 
B. The main difference between the two methods of pricing is a different starting point 

for determining product price.  Mark-up pricing is based on existing costs and a 
desired return.  The price is then determined by adding the product cost and the 
desired mark-up.  This method provides little incentive to reduce costs as long as 
sales are profitable. 

 
 Using target costing, product prices are determined by reviewing competitive pricing 

and setting prices according to market strategies and positioning.  Target costing 
moves from the existing market prices to the process of managing the product costs in 
order to earn a desired return.  Target costing motivates process improvements. The 
process is intended to increase or maintain sales while increasing product profitability 
by reducing product costs through the elimination of non-value added activities. 

 
C. Calculate earnings before taxes: 

  Sales* $2,528,100 
  Less material & labor 1,223,400 (1,348,400 – 125,000) 
  Less overhead      375,000 (500,000 x .75) 
      Contribution 929,700 
  Selling expense 250,000 
  Admin expense 180,000 
  Interest expense        30,000 
      Earnings before taxes     $   469,700 
 
 * Vanilla $53 x 10,200 540,600 
    Chocolate $53 x 12,500 662,500 
    Caramel $50 x 12,900 645,000 
    Raspberry $50 x 13,600 680,000 
 
D. The preferable pricing method for Kolobok is target costing as it is projected to 

significantly increase the return on sales from 7% to 18.5% ($469,700 ÷ $2,528,100) 
while maintaining the existing sales level.  Target costing will also motivate 
management to improve internal processes to reduce costs to further improve 
profitability, particularly for any product where the proposed target price is lower 
than the previous price.  This method will also force Kolobok to be continually aware 
of the actions of its competitors and trends in the marketplace in order to make 
adjustments when needed. 
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Answer:  Question 2.5 - Langley Industries 
 
A. Financing plan (dollars in millions): 
 
 Current 

structure 
Percent of 

total 
Funds 

Needed 
Retained 
earnings 

External 
sources 

Debt      $175       35%      $28        $28 
Preferred          50       10%          8            8 
Common        275       55%        44       $15         29 
  Totals      $500     100%      $80       $15       $65 
 
Financing sources will be as follows: 
 
 New Debt $28 million 
 New Preferred stock 8 million 
 Retained earnings 15 million 
 New Common stock1   29 million 
        Total $80 million 
 
1 $29 million ÷ $58 per share = 500,000 new common shares 
 
B. Weighted incremental cost of capital 
 
 % of Capital 

Structure 
 

Cost 
Weighted 

Cost 
Debt 35%            6.00%1             2.10% 
Preferred 10%          12.00%             1.20% 
Common 55%          16.00%             8.80% 
  Cost of Capital             12.10% 
 
1 Pre-tax 10% x (1- tax rate) = 6.00% 
 
C.1. If the corporate tax rate was increased, the after-tax cost of debt would be reduced, 

thereby reducing the cost of capital.  In other words, the tax shield of debt becomes 
more valuable to the firm. 

C.2. When the banks indicate they are raising rates, the rest of the debt market generally 
raises rates.  The higher cost of debt will increase the overall cost of capital. 

C.3. Beta is a measure of risk.  According to the Capital Asset Pricing Model, the cost of 
equity is directly related to risk.  As risk is reduced the cost of equity is reduced and 
correspondingly the overall cost of capital is reduced. 

C.4. In general, a significant increase in the percent of debt in the capital structure 
(especially in this case where the current structure is deemed optimal), results in 
more risk for the firm.  This increases its cost of debt and its cost of equity.  The 
increase in the cost of equity will most likely offset the fact that debt has a lower 
relative.  The result here is that the cost of capital should increase. 
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Answer:  Question 2.6 - Pearson Foods 
 
A. The strategic advantages that Pearson Foods could realize by expanding internally 

through the development of new products for the low-fat, high-energy food market 
include the following. 

 
 The new products complement the existing product line, creating operational 

efficiencies, and brand loyalty. 
 The company would incur less debt than if it purchases another company. 
 The company could capitalize on the low-fat diet trend. 
 The company has management know-how in the industry. 
 
The strategic disadvantages that Pearson Foods could realize by expanding internally 
through the development of new products for the low-fat high-energy food market 
include the following. 

 
 New product development requires large outlays for research, new facilities, test 

marketing, etc. 
 New product development decreases cash availability. 
 The increased debt ratio could increase the firm’s risk, and thus its stock price is 

at risk. 
 The company would incur the risk of product failure. 
 It takes a long time to develop a new product and realize profits. 

 
B. The strategic advantages that Pearson Foods could realize by expanding externally 

through the acquisition of Safin Bakery include the following. 
 
 The acquisition would result in immediate, quantifiable earnings and cash flows. 
 The company would acquire a complete company with a proven track record and 

established markets. 
 Managerial and technical expertise would already be in place. 
 Safin’s established distribution channels could provide new markets for Pearson’s 

other products. 
 The addition of Safin would diversify Pearson’s product base. 
 The acquisition could create synergies for both companies, accomplishing 

together what they could not do alone. 
 Safin could create new growth possibilities for Pearson’s employees. 
 
The strategic disadvantages that Pearson Foods could realize by expanding externally 
through the acquisition of Safin Bakery include the following. 
 In order to make the acquisition, the company would have to incur a large amount 

of debt, which could impair its financial flexibility, debt rating and stock price. 
 Pearson lacks knowledge and experience with Safin’s products. 
 Safin would have to be integrated with Pearson in two years – including the 

computer system, the accounting system, and the culture. 
 An independent operation could lead to suboptimal decisions. 
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Answer:  Question 2.7 - Sentech Scientific Inc. 
 
A.  Liquidity is the ability of an asset to be converted into cash without significant price 

concessions. Liquidity is important to Sentech because current obligations will 
continue if there is a strike. Understanding the company’s ability to meet its 
obligations even if normal cash receipts are not forthcoming would give management 
an indication of whether or not – and for how long – it could weather a strike.  Lack 
of liquidity can limit a company’s financial flexibility, making it unable to take 
advantage of discounts and other profitable opportunities.  Liquidity problems can 
also lead to financial distress or bankruptcy. 

 
 
B.  Measures of liquidity include the following. 

 Current ratio: current assets/current liabilities 
 Quick ratio (or acid-test ratio): (cash + marketable securities + accounts 

receivable)/current liabilities.  The quick ratio excludes inventory and prepaid 
expenses from cash resources. 

 Cash ratio: (cash + marketable securities)/current liabilities 
 Only cash and securities that are easily convertible into cash are used. 
 Net working capital: current asset – current liabilities 
 Net working capital ratio: net working capital/total assets 
 Sales to working capital: sales/average net working capital 
 Accounts receivable turnover: net sales/average gross receivables 
 This ratio can also be calculated in days. 
 Inventory turnover: cost of goods sold/average inventory 
 This ratio can also be calculated in days. 

 

C.  Based on the parameters set down by the controller, either the quick ratio or the cash 
ratio would be best.  The reason that these ratios are best is because they focus on the 
most liquid assets, excluding prepaid expenses and inventories. During a strike 
inventories would not be a source of cash. The cash ratio excludes receivables as 
well, and would be the most conservative measure.  The cash ratio would reflect the 
fact that the collection of receivables would be slowed during a strike. 
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Answer:  Question 2.8 - Ultra Comp 
 
A. Net present value of each of the alternatives 
 

 Time Amount 14% PV Factor Present Value 
Vendor A     
Initial investment 0 $4,000,000 1.000 $4,000,000 
Annual cash outflow 1-6 500,000 3.889 1,944,500 
NPV    $5,944,500 
     
Vendor B     
Initial investment 0 $1,000,000 1.000 $1,000,000 
Replacement 3 1,250,000 0.675 843,750 
Annual cash outflow 1-6 750,000 3.889 2,916.750 
NPV    $4,760,500 
     
Vendor C     
Annual cash outflow 1-6 $1,400,000 3.889 5,444,600 
NPV    $5,444,600 
 
 
B. Ultra Comp should select Vendor B.  It is the optimal choice from a financial point of 

view as it meets the requirements at the lowest cost.  Since the decision has already 
been made to implement a new security system, the issue is to decide on a system that 
meets the requirements at the lowest cost. 

 
C. Sensitivity analysis is a tool to test the impact of changing investment assumptions on 

the resulting net present values.  The method helps determine the “sensitivity” of 
outcomes to changes in the parameters.  It shows how the output of the model 
depends on the input of the model. 

 
D. Non-financial factors that Ultra Comp should consider prior to making a 

recommendation include the following. 
 
 Vendor A technology may be more effective in the long term even though it is the 

highest cost solution.  However, there is a risk involved in the fact that this is new 
technology and may not prove effective. 

 Vendor B technology is known to be effective and should be satisfactory for the 
near term.  However, there is uncertainty in the long term. 

 Since Vendor C is a nationally recognized leader, it may be in a better position to 
manage the security of Ultra Comp, especially as new developments arise. 

 Ultra Comp should review the management capability and the financial stability 
of each of the vendors. 

 Ultra Comp should contact previous clients of each of the vendors to determine 
their level of satisfaction with the quality and customer service of each vendor. 
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Answer:  Question 2.9 – Crenshaw 
 
A. Lease vs. Buy Analysis 
 
Ownership alternative t=0 t=1        t=2        t=3        t=4        t=5 

Purchase Price 
  
(2,000)      

Insurance   
        
(25)        (25)        (25)         (25)         (25) 

Property Taxes  
        
(50)        (50)        (50)         (50)         (50) 

Tax Depreciation  
       
660         900         300         140   

Salvage              200  
Income Tax Savings:       

40% * (-b-c+d-e)   
       
294         390         150           86          (50) 

Net Cash Flows       
a+b+c+e+g (2,000) 219        315          75          11          75 
PV factor @ 6%* 1.000 0.943        0.890     0.840     0.792     0.747 
Present value (2,000) 207        280          63          9          56 

  NPV = (1,385) 
*the discount rate to be used is the after-tax cost of debt (10%* (1-0.4)) 
 

Lease alternative t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 

Lease payment  (600) (600) (600) (600) (600) 

Tax savings  240 240 240 240 240 

Net Cash Flows  (360) (360) (360) (360) (360) 

PV factor @ 6%* 1.000 0.943 0.890 0.840 0.792 0.747 

Present value  (339) (320) (302) (285) (269) 
NPV = (1,516) 
*the discount rate to be used is the after-tax cost of debt (10%* (1-0.4)) 
 
Conclusion: Ownership is more economic since NPV of ownership ($1,385,000) is less 
than NPV of leasing ($1,516,000), giving a net advantage to ownership of $131,000 on 
an NPV basis. 
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B.  Financial Accounting Classification 
 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards Number 13, Accounting for Leases, 
establishes standards of financial accounting and reporting for leases by lessees and 
lessors.  The Statement defines a lease as an agreement conveying the right to use 
property, plant, or equipment (land and/or depreciable assets) usually for a stated period 
of time. 
 
The criteria for classifying leases is that if at its inception a lease meets one or more of 
the following four criteria, the lease shall be classified as a capital lease by the lessee. 
Otherwise, it shall be classified as an operating lease. 
 

a. The lease transfers ownership of the property to the lessee by the end of the lease 
term. 

b. The lease contains a bargain purchase option. 
c. The lease term is equal to 75 percent or more of the estimated economic life of the 

leased property. 
d. The present value at the beginning of the lease term of the minimum lease 

payments, excluding executory costs such as insurance, maintenance, and taxes to 
be paid by the lessor, including any profit thereon, equals or exceeds 90 percent of 
the excess of the fair value of the leased property to the lessor at the inception of 
the lease. 

 
In the case of the lease that Crenshaw is evaluating, criteria a and b are not met since no 
ownership is transferred at the end and there is no bargain purchase option.  Criteria c is 
met since the lease term is equal to the 5 year life of the equipment.  Criteria d is also 
met.  The lease payment of $600,000 less the executory costs of insurance and property 
taxes results in a minimum lease payment of $525,000.  The present value of this at the 
Crenshaw's incremental borrowing rate of 10% is $1.99 million, greater than 90% of fair 
value of the leased property. 
 
The result is that Crenshaw must classify the lease as a Capital Lease. 
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C.  Considerations for Lease vs. Buy 

 
 A lessor may be better able to take full advantage of tax benefits, such as 

accelerated depreciation, than the lessee who may not be a positive taxable 
income situation.  In that case, the lessor may pass those benefits on to the 
lessee in the lease payment. 
 

 A lessor may be in a better position to realize a high residual value for the 
equipment.  That is often the case where the lessor is a manufacturer of the 
equipment or a dealer in the equipment as opposed to being a financial 
institution. 

 
 Certain property such as general use assets (vehicles, construction equipment, 

general purpose buildings, etc.) lend themselves to leasing since the property 
can be sold or re-leased after the initial term. 

 
 Although most financial analysts agree that leasing is basically a form of debt 

financing, firms may be able to utilize the leverage available from leasing to a 
greater extent than they could utilize bond financing. 
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Answer:  Question 2.10 – Chargrille 
 
A.  
 

Unit Sales Mar Apr May Jun Jul 
   US        70,000         80,000         75,000        65,000        65,000  
   Canada        50,000         50,000         60,000        45,000        35,000  
   Total Sales      120,000      130,000       135,000  110,000      100,000  
Cash Receipts  Apr May Jun  
  US       
   Units          70,000         80,000        75,000   
   Price (USD)                 50                 50               50   
   Collections    3,500,000    4,000,000   3,750,000   
 Canada      
   Units          50,000         50,000        60,000   
   Price (CAD)                 60                 60               60   
   USD/CAD            0.833           0.840          0.847   
   Collections (USD)   2,500,000    2,521,008   3,050,847   

  
 TOTAL RECEIPTS 

(USD)    6,000,000    6,521,008    6,800,847   
Disbursements:      
  Labor @ 10 USD/unit    1,350,000    1,100,000    1,000,000   
  Overheads       400,000       400,000       400,000   
  US Materials @ 5 USD/unit      675,000       550,000       500,000   

  Mexican Import @ 350 MXN/unit  
 

47,250,000  
  

38,500,000  
 

35,000,000   
  USD/MXN          0.0885         0.0877         0.0870   
  Mexican Import in USD   4,181,416    3,377,193    3,043,478  57% 
  Interest          500,000   
  Income Taxes       1,000,000   
 TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS (USD)  6,606,416    5,427,193    6,443,478   
Beginning Cash Balance   1,000,000       393,584    1,487,399   
Ending Cash Balance      393,584    1,487,399    1,844,769   

 
 
B. 

 
Foreign Currency Exposure 

 
Chargrille is exposed to currency fluctuations in both its receipts and disbursements. 
Approximately 41% of the unit sales and collections relate to Canadian customers.  If, for 
example, the Canadian Dollar to US Dollar exchange rates were 10% higher than the 
forecasted amounts, collections for the quarter would be approximately 800,000 US 
Dollars less. On the disbursement side, approximately 57% of the disbursements for the 
quarter relate to the imported parts from Mexico.  If the Mexican Peso to US Dollar 
exchange rates were 10% lower than the forecasted amounts, disbursements for the 
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quarter would be approximately 1 million US Dollars greater. One can see that an 
unfavorable variance of 10% from the budgeted exchange rates would bring the cash 
balance at the end of the quarter from 1.8 million USD to approximately zero. 
 
C. Appreciation / Depreciation of the US Dollar 
 
If the spot rate (CAD/USD) on the Canadian Dollar is currently 1.20 and is expected to 
drop steadily to 1.18 by the end of June, this means that it will take less Canadian Dollars 
to buy one US Dollar, therefore, the US Dollar is depreciating relative to the Canadian 
Dollar. If the spot rate (MXN/USD) on the Mexican Peso is currently 11.0 and is 
expected to rise steadily to 11.5 by the end of June, this means that it will take more 
Mexican Pesos to buy one US Dollar, therefore, the US Dollar is appreciating relative to 
the Mexican Peso. 
 
D. Options Available to reduce risk 
 
Chargrille can buy or sell forward currencies as a means of hedging exchange rate 
exposure.  For example, if Ms. Adams forecasts the disbursements in Pesos for April 
May, and June while she is preparing the budget in March, she could purchase 47 million 
pesos for delivery in 30 days, 38 million Pesos for delivery in 60 days, and 35 million 
Pesos for delivery in 90 days at the going forward rates for those periods, thereby locking 
in the exchange rate and quantifying those disbursements.  Of course, during the 
intervening time periods, the US dollar could appreciate, depreciate, or remain stable 
relative to the Peso.  The cost of the forward market hedge can be thought of as 
insurance.  Another option available would be the currency futures market, which allows 
firms to purchase or sell futures contracts on an organized exchange.  Again the costs 
associated with buying and selling futures contracts increase the firm's costs, however, 
they also can reduce the risk of sharp unexpected fluctuations in exchange rates. 
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Answer:  Question 2.11 – Dominion 
 
A.  Sales 

(a) Units (b) Probability (c ) Weighted (a)*(b) 

20,000 15% 3,000 

22,000 20% 4,400 

25,000 30% 7,500 

26,000 20% 5,200 

28,000 15% 4,200 

 Expected value 24,300 
 
Unit selling Price = $110 
Revenue = $110 x 24,300 =               $2,673,000 
Total Variable Cost $45 x 24,300 =     1,093,500 
Fixed Costs                                              600,000 
Depreciation on new equip       350,000 
Earnings before taxes                 629,500 
Taxes @ 30%                    188,850 
Net income         440,650 
Add back depreciation       350,000 
Annual cash flow, years 1 thru 9            $790,650 
 
PV Annuity factor (14%, 9 years)             4.946 
PV of annual cash flows                      $3,910,555 
 
Add working capital recovery, yr 10       1,290,650  
PV factor, 14%, year 10              0.270 
PV of year 10 flows                    $348,476    
 
Initial Period costs:   Capital investment  3,500,000 
                                  Working capital         500,000 
 
NPV                                                           $259,031 
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B. NPV for each possibility 
 

Unit Sales 20,000 22,000 25,000 26,000 28,000 

Revenue@ $110 $2,200k $2,420k  $2,750k $2,860k $3,080k 

Var.  cost@ $45      900       990    1,125      1,170   1,260 

Fixed cost      600       600       600      600      600 

Pretax Cash flow    $700k      $830k  $1,025k $1,090k $1,220k 

Times (1-0.3)      490       581        717.5      763      854 

Depreciation shield      105       105       105      105      105 

After tax CF      595       686       822.5      868      959 

PV annuity factor  4.9464   4.9464      4.9464 4.9464 4.9464 

PV, annual CF, 1-9 $2,943k $3,393k $4,068k $4,293k $4,744k 

10th year flow  1,095 1,186 1,322 1,368 1,459 

PV factor 0.2697 0.2697 0.2697 0.2697 0.2697 

PV year 10 295   320   357   369   393 

Initial costs  4,000   4,000   4,000   4,000    4,000 

NPV ($762k) ($287k)  $425k $662k $1,137k 

Result Neg. Neg. Pos. Pos. Pos. 

Probability 15% 20% 30% 20% 15% 
 
Short cut method: 
 
PV of inflows = $3,500k + 500k – 500k x0.270 = $3,865 for breakeven 
Annual break-even flow $4,000,000 / 5.216 = $740,989 
600,000 x .7 = 420,000; 350,000 x .3 = 105,000 
$740,989 + $420,000 - $105,000 = $1,055,989 total after tax breakeven CM 
$65 pretax CM x .7 = $45.50 after tax CM  
$1,055,989 / $45.50 unit CM = 23,209 units.  35% prob. of selling < 22,000, 65% prob. 
of selling > 22,200 units 
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C. Techniques or methods that can be used to factor risk into a capital budget 
analysis 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity Analysis is a technique used to test the sensitivity of Net Present Value (NPV) 
to a change in one or more input variable.  A variable is changed by specified amounts or 
percentages and the resulting NPV is calculated to get a picture of how sensitive NPV is 
to that variable.  This method gives the analyst a feel for the riskiness of a project and 
points to the sensitive variables which the analyst may want to investigate further to 
obtain more accurate estimates or to hedge the risk in certain cases. 
 
Risk Adjusted Discount Rates 
This method recognizes the fact that there is a relationship between risk and return.  
Projects with higher than average levels of risk should earn higher than average returns in 
order to compensate for the risk.  This results in using the company's cost of capital to 
evaluate projects of average risk to the firm and requiring projects with significantly 
higher risk to earn higher returns.  Those projects determined to be less risky than 
average can be evaluated using discount (hurdle) rates less than the average cost of 
capital.  Since risk cannot be measured precisely, the incremental adjustments above or 
below the average cost of capital are in many cases judgmental, but at least an attempt to 
balance risk and return is made. 
 
Certainty Equivalent 
 
The Certainty Equivalent Method is one that also attempts to reflect the risk return 
relationship.  Using this method, the expected cash flows are adjusted to reflect their risk.  
In this manner, those cash flow elements that are perceived to be riskier (for example unit 
sales levels in a very competitive market) are adjusted to reflect that risk while other cash 
flows that are perceived to have minimal risk (for example property taxes on a building) 
have correspondingly different adjustments.  Since risk is accounted for by adjusting the 
cash flows, the resulting certainty equivalent cash flows are discounted at the risk free 
rate.  With this method, as with others, the adjustments are generally made utilizing 
judgment. 
 
Break Even Analysis 
 
Breakeven Analysis is a somewhat simplistic way to attempt to get a handle on the risk of 
a project.  Using this method, the analyst determines which cash flow variable (generally 
revenue) is most uncertain.  The analyst then models the project's NPV and determines 
the value of the variable in question (say revenue) that produces an NPV of zero.  The 
analyst then determines the likelihood that the breakeven revenue level will be met or 
exceeded.  Variables other than revenue can also be analyzed in this way. 
 
Simulation 
Monte Carlo Simulation, which grew out of work on the mathematics of casino 
gambling, ties together sensitivities and input variable probability distributions.  The first 
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step is to specify the probability distribution of each uncertain cash flow variable.  This 
information is input to a computer program which then chooses at random a value for 
each uncertain variable, based on its probability distribution.  The value selected for each 
uncertain variable is then used along with the other input assumptions to determine the 
net cash flows for each year and the resulting project NPV.  This process is repeated 
hundreds of times and the resulting NPVs are plotted to make up a probability 
distribution, which may be plotted to visually show the distribution.  The primary 
advantage of this method is that it shows the range of outcomes along with their 
associated probabilities, rather than merely a point estimate of NPV. 
 
 
 
Decision Trees 
 
A Decision Tree is a tool used to help the analyst choose between several courses of 
action. The method is especially useful in more complex capital budget situations where 
there are alternative courses of action.  For example, if a firm was analyzing a venture 
involving first performing research and development and then having to decide on the 
basis of the outcome of the R&D whether to proceed to build a facility to manufacture a 
product, a decision tree could be helpful.  It provides a structure within which the analyst 
can lay out options and investigate the possible outcomes of choosing those options.  This 
helps to form a picture of the decision points and their potential outcomes.  A probability 
is assigned to each potential outcome.  From each decision point, there are “branches” of 
the tree that lead to possible outcomes.  Each of these possible outcomes produces an 
expected value for NPV along with a probability.  Those values are weighted to see if the 
project is worth initiating.  An advantage of this method is that it forces decision makers 
to identify the probable outcomes and determine what they would do if the alternative 
outcomes occurred. 
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Answer:  Question 2.12 – Right-Way 
 
A.   500,000 + 3,500,000 +100,000 + 100,000 + 50,000 = $4,250,000 million.    
 
B.   The scenario tells us that the after tax operating income is $1,200,000.  We find the 

depreciation expense by dividing the building cost into the depreciation period, 
$3,500,000 / 20 = $175,000 annual depreciation expense. 

 
Assuming the interest on the mortgage is not considered when we discount a cash 
flow, or it is included in (taken out to arrive at) the $1.2 million, and no change in 
working capital, we can calculate the Cash Flow three ways: 

 
a.  Simply add the $1,200,000 and the $175,000 to get $1,375,000. 
 
b.  Find total net income: $1,200,000 after tax operating income / 1-.35 = $1,846,150 

taxable income.  The tax on this is 646,154, getting us back to 1,200,000 net 
income.  Add back the 175,000 depreciation to get $1,375,000. 

 
c.  Use depreciation tax shield:  Start with the $1,846,154 taxable income.  Adding 

the 175,000 depreciation, we get before tax cash flow of $2,021,154.  The tax on 
this is 707,404, but the depreciation tax shield is 61,250, resulting in 1,375,000 
cash flow. 

 
C.  The factor for a five year annuity, at 12% from our table is 3.605.  So the value of 5 

years’ of cash flow is $4,956,875. But the store will open, and cash flows will start 1 
year after spending the zero period costs, so this value needs to be discounted one 
more year, to $4,425,781.  

 
The NPV is $4,425,781 – 4,250,000 = $175,000.  

 
 
D.   Yes, Right-way should build the store.  The positive NPV (even ignoring values past 

5 years) will add to the value of the company.  The benefit of the future cash flows is 
greater than the costs to open to the store. 

 
   
E.   Sensitivity analysis shows how much small changes in the inputs affect the decision.  

Especially if we had a computer, we could try other assumptions about the store’s 
forecast after tax operating income, the input with the most uncertainty.  The costs of 
construction may also be underestimated, even the tax rate and the hurdle rate may 
possibly change of the next five years.  How much will these have to change to turn a 
successful, positive NPV store, into an unsuccessful negative NPV store? 
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Answer:  Question 2.13 – Giga 
 
 
A.1. $200 million depreciated over 10 years, straight line = $20 million annual 

depreciation.  Increases depreciation expense by $20 million. The purchase will 
decrease Cash and increase Gross Fixed Assets by $200 million.  The 
depreciation expense will increase Accumulated Depreciation, and decrease Net 
Fixed Assets by $20 million. 

 
A.2. Long term debt increases by $75 million.  Cash, which is part of Current Assets, 

will also increase by $75 million.  The annual interest expense is $75 million x 
10% = $7.5 million.  

 
A.3. Increases Preferred Stock, part of Equity, by $25 million.  Cash, part of Current 

Assets, will increase by $25 million.  The preferred dividend will increase by $25 
million x 14% = $3.5 million. 

 
A.4. Common stock, part of Equity, will increase by $2 par x 4 million = $8 million.  

Common stock premium, part of Equity, will increase by $23 x 4 million = $92 
million.  Cash, part of Current Assets, will increase by $25 x 4 million = $100 
million.     

 
A.5. Revenues increase by $60 million, operating expenses increase by $30 million, 

Cash increases by $30 million.   
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B. The revised forecast is as follows.   
 
   

Balance Sheet (Thousands of dollars) 

Original Changes Revised
Current Assets 100,000 16,000 116,000

Fixed Assets 750,000 200,000 950,000
Accumulated Depreciation 200,000 20,000 220,000

Net Fixed Assets 550,000 180,000 730,000

TOTAL ASSETS 650,000 196,000 846,000

Current Liabilities 50,000 0 50,000

Long-Term Debt 150,000 75,000 225,000

Stockholders' Equity
Preferred Stock 50,000 25,000 75,000
Common - Par 100,000 8,000 108,000
Common Premium 200,000 92,000 292,000
Retained Earnings 100,000 (4,000) 96,000

450,000 121,000 571,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 650,000 196,000 846,000  
 

Income Statement (thousands of dollars) 
Original Changes Revised

Revenue 2,000,000 60,000 2,060,000

Depreciation Expense 50,000 20,000 70,000

Other Expenses 1,775,000 30,000 1,805,000

Earnings Before Interest & Taxes 175,000 10,000 185,000

Interest 15,000 7,500 22,500

Taxes (40% effective rate) 64,000 1,000 65,000

Net Income 96,000 1,500 97,500

Preferred Stock Dividends 5,000 3,500 8,500

Earnings for Common Stock 91,000 (2,000) 89,000  
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C. Public companies are concerned about the effect on earnings for several 
reasons including: 

 

• Analysts and investors closely follow earnings and are especially concerned 
when they drop or do not grow as much as expected. 

• Earnings growth is a factor in many valuation formulas.  The firm is 
concerned about the market value of the common stock. 

• The firm is expecting to raise $200 million to finance the expansion.  Reduced 
earnings forecasts could result in the debt issue having a higher interest rate, 
the preferred stock to require a higher dividend rate, and the common stock to 
be issued at a lower market price. 

• Estimates of sales volume growth of the new line could be provided.  Growth 
is very important to investors in valuing the stock of a firm. 

• The effect on earnings in the initial year is not indicative of the future 
prospects for the new line. 

• The firm is experiencing a high level of certain costs (specify the types of 
costs as promotion, startup, etc.) early in the product life cycle which will be 
reduced in coming years.  Of course, management must believe this to be true. 
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Answer:  Question 2.14 – Henderson 
 
A. Issue price of each bond 
 
Maturity value $1,000.00 
PV of $1,000 due in 5 years, at 8%, compounded semi-annually = 1000 x 0.676 = 
$676.00 
PV of $30 paid semi-annually for 5 years, compounded s.a. = 30 x 8.111 = 243.33 
Issue price of bond          919.33 
Discount on bonds payable 1,000.00 – 919.33 = 80.67 
 
B. Funds needed $15,000,000 / price per bond 919.33 = # of bonds needed 16,316 
 
C. Net after-tax cash flows 
 

 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Issue bond   $919      

Cash 

interest 

 ($60) ($60) ($60) ($60) ($60) 

Tax savings     30    30     30     31     32 

Repay bond      (1,000) 

Net cash 

flow 

    919   (30)    (30)    (30)     (29) (1,028) 

# of bonds 16,316 16,316 16,316 16,316 16,316 16,316 

Total CF $14,999,788  ($497,199) ($489,840) ($481,881) ($473,273) ($16,779,962) 
 
 
D.  

 

 

Amount PV factor Present Value 

PV of $1,000 due in 2 years @6%  

       (4 periods @ 3%) 

$1,000 0.888       $888.00 

     PV of $30 paid semi-annually 

       (4 periods @ 3%) 

       30 3.717         111.51 

    Market value of bond        $999.51 
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Answer:  Question 2.15 – Madison 
 
A. Colby Quote based on Budget Proportions 
 

Colby 
Revenue     Budget    Quote 
      $17,050,000 
Direct Labor 
      Hours            300,000      10,000 
      Rate per hour                    20             20 
 Total amount        6,000,000             200,000 
 
Employee Benefits       2,400,000 
 Percent of Direct Labor      40%              40% 
 Total Amount            80,000 
 
Tools and Equipment       1,800,000 
 Percent of Direct Labor      30%                            30% 
 Total Amount              60,000 
 
Materials        2,000,000      200,000 
 
Procurement & Handling         200,000    
 Percent of Material cost        10%    10% 
 Total Amount             20,000 
 
Subtotal     12,400,000      560,000 
 
Overhead       3,100,000 
 Percent of above costs      25%    25% 
 Total amount           140,000 
 
Total Cost               $15,500,000      700,000 
 
Pretax Profit 
 Percent of Total Cost      10%    10% 
 Total Amount             70,000 
 
Amount of Colby Quote       $770,000 
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B.  Madison's performance measurement system can be expected to produce the   
following benefits: 

 
• Aligning the performance measurement system with the budget results in  

everyone   working toward the same goals and targets. 
•    Focusing on earning a profit on each job provides incentives to managers to 

continually be cost conscious. 
•    If the firm is profitable, then employees will be able to share in the rewards.  

When the firm is not profitable, it does not have the expense of bonuses. 
 

 Drawbacks to such a system include the following: 
 
•    If the budget is revised during the year, the firm faces the dilemma of changing 

the performance measures, often upsetting employees. 
•    Although the overall target of 10% may be reasonable, a firm such as Madison 

cannot expect every project to earn 10%.  Focusing on all projects completed 
during the year may be more realistic. 

•    Utilizing company average percentages for various cost elements may not be 
appropriate for all projects.  For example, some projects may utilize a 
significant amount of equipment (as a percent of labor) compared to other 
projects.  A more appropriate way to charge for major equipment may be to 
have a rate per day (or per hour, as appropriate) for such equipment and charge 
the customer based on the number of days (or hours) utilized. 

 
C. Factors that David Burns should consider include: 
 

•    The overall workload for the firm.  If there are other more profitable projects 
that could be undertaken, then possibly this project should be turned down.  On 
the other hand, if there are no other alternative projects, this one could be 
advantageous even though it does not show a 10% profit. 

•    Mr. Burns should identify the primary out of pocket (incremental, or marginal) 
costs for the project, and compare that to the contract amount.  If the out of 
pocket costs exceed the contract amount, the job should be rejected.  If the out 
of pocket costs are less than the contract amount, then Madison would receive 
some contribution toward fixed costs.  Direct Labor ($200,000), Benefits 
(80,000), and Materials ($200,000) are the primary incremental costs in this 
case and amount to $480,000.  This leaves $215,000 (695,000 less 480,000) to 
cover other costs, most of which are primarily fixed. 

•    Mr. Burns should assess the importance of a relationship with Colby.  If Colby 
is a critical customer, that would influence the decision.  Also, if Colby has not 
been a customer before, then it may be important to take the job for strategic 
reasons and establish a relationship, even if this first job does not meet the target 
profit. 
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•    Of course, Mr. Burns will be considering the impact on his performance of 
accepting a project with a less than 10% profit.  However, he should place the 
interests of his employer above his own in making a decision on whether to 
accept the contract. 

 
D. Reasons that Burns can use to justify his decision include: 

•    Strategic value of having Colby as a customer 
•    Other more profitable opportunities were not available. 
•    This project involved a significant amount of material costs that are a pass 

through to the customer.  Therefore, the practice of adding 25% for company 
overhead is not totally appropriate in this case. 
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